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Foreword 

Tu Ncdional &curity Agency an.cl the BC-121 Slaootdown is another addition to the 
NSA History and Publications Division's Special CrisiaReporta aeries. On lo April 1969 a 
North Korean MIG-21 shot down a U.S. Navy EC-121 reeonnaiuance aircraft over the Sea 
of Japan. Thia is a study of the role NSA played in the crisis. It traces the origin and 
purposes of the flight, NSA•1 response to the shootdown, the aftermath investigations, and 
the resulting chanps in the U .8. aerial reconnaiuance prosram, warning procedures, and 
the development of the National • • t Operations Center (NS()C). 

Produced by bile on a George F. Howe History Fellowship, the 
atudy provides remarkab e insights into NSA's relationship to the armed services and the 
intellipnce community. It a1ao furnishes detailed information on NSA•s collection and 
reporting procedures. NSA's ability to react to a crisis and supply policymakers with 
accurate and timely intelllpnce, and the aftermath of the crisis. 

Relying on NSA trackinc information and message traftic as well as congressional 
investigation testimony and oral interviewsrlplaces the episode in the context or the 
Cold War and the U.S. de&ire for increuecl iii'iillIPnce on the Soviet Union and its allies. 
He reveals the cooperative efl'orta of the Soviets in the rescue attempts, NSA's unique role 
in documenting the exact location: or the shootdown, and the use u .s. policymakers made 
or NSA-aupplied intem~,nce~ I !study is an important contribution to 
understancling the role of Sig.int in a CriSiS and the importance ofNSA to the entire U.S. 
intellipnce community~ 

p. L. 86-36 

v 

Henry F. Schorreck 
NSA Historian 
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DITRODUC'nON 

The National Security Agency 
and the EC-121 Shootdown 

Tuesday, April 16, was a day of celebration in North Korea. The year was 1969 and 
the nation was obaerving the 57th birthday of its leader, Kim 11-So'ng. His birthday 
celebration had become the most important national holiday: a day rilled with festivals, 
artistic performances, sports competitions, and academic seminars and debates. 1 The 
workers and students, freed from their daily routines, were in a cheertul mood as they 
carried banners and placards of their leader in the numerous parades held during the day. 
The festive mood, however, changed radically when the crowds became aware or early 
evening bulletins announcing a "brilliant battle BUCCeu.,. Birthday cheers were quickly 
replaced by the familiar shouts of '1'.>own with U.S. imperialism'" and "Liberate the 
South.tot 

The incident that chanaed the mood of the holiday crowd& was the shootdown of a U.S. 
Navy BC·l21 reeonnaiasance plane by a North Korean MIQ..21 jet over the Sea of Japan 
oft' North Korea's coast. The shoot.down, which occurred at 1347 hours Korean time (2347 
hours, Monday, 14 April 1969, Eastem Standard Time), claimed 31 American lives. For 
the second time in 16 months, small, isolated North Korea (referred to as a "fourth-rate 
power" by President Richard M. Nixon in his election campaign) had attacked a U.S. 
intelligence vehicle. This study traces the role the National Security Agency (NSA) 
played during the crisis situation and in the reevaluation of U.S. intelligence activities 
which followed. 

The shoot.down of the EC.121 caused a crisis situation at NSA headquarters at Fort 
Meade, Maryland. NSA declared a Sigint Alert, BRA VO HANGAR, OD the day of the 
shootdown and maintained it for the remainder of the month. 1 During this crisis period, 
NSA officials and analysts played ma.jor roles in providinc answers to questions raised by 
the Nixon White House, the Pentagon, other U.S. intellipnce apnciea, the Congreu, and 
the press regarding the 1088 of the Navy intelligence aircraft. 

When NSA peraoDDel reported to work during the early hours of that April morning 
they faced a contusing Bituation. NSA's role in the mission of the aircraft seemed unclear. 
Although the United States Navy dubbed the flight a BEGGAR SHADOW mission, implying 
that lt wu primarily a Comhit flifrht, and thua ~ :;!!lborlt. the ........,. ot the 
aircraft was primarily an Elint-directed one in· direct support of 
Seventh Fleet requirements. The Navy, not ~SA: ~ conU: of the mission. The 
Navy's aupersensitivity in maintaining strict control over its own aasets caused NSA 
maJor problems in trying to justify the purposes and needa for theae particular 
intelligence-gathering flipts. As the entire airborne reconnais88DCe program came under 
the ICl'Utiny of the pre11 and Congress, NSA defended the night but stressed the 
importance of other flights conducted by the Air Force Security Service (now Electronic 
Sicurity ComJMDd) that were under NSA tasking. NSA deemed. them more valuable to 
national intelligence requirements. Another unfortunate aspect of the EC.121 shootdown 
was the Navy practice of double-loading the fli.pts for training purpoaes, allowing the 
trainees who accompanied these missions to take advantap of transportation to as well as 
a little liberty in South Korea. This resulted in the 1088 of 31 men. The normal crew 

1 
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was between 10 and 15. Not only was NSA faced with dealing with the shoot.down of a 
mission that was undertasked but one that was considered overmanned. 

Yet another major NSA role in the EC-121 shoot.down crisis was to provide evidence to 
refute the North Korean claim that the plane had violated its airspace, that it had come 
within 12 miles of the North Korean coast. To refute that claim, NSA, in the days 
following the shoot.down, reTrted det.ailed t.rackinv information from rad., reflections 
from Soviet, North Korean, President 
Nixon used this NSA-supplied information (and caused some consternation at NSA when 
reporting the source) to refute the North Korean claim that the aircraft had callously 
intruded upon its airspace. 

Besides the careful study of tracking information, NSA also led the Sigint community 
in the compilation of a detailed chronology of events before and aft.er the shootdown of the 
EC-121. Detailing actions by NSA and its field sites in the Far East, NSA officials used 
this compilation to support and defend the role of Sigint and time-sensitive reporting in 
the crisia. NSA atgued that the field Bite that played the l!!!!jor nile ~ the ah. ootdown 
period~ the Air Force Security Service sitel performed well 
in issu1iii8crvrs'ory warnings to the aircraft, in trying to determine the te of theo 
and f'mally in iuuing a CRITIC stating the probable shoot.down of the plane. 
issued this CRITIC nearly an hour after the shoot.down. This raised the key ques on o 
how quickly the president could be reached in an emergency. In dealing with the CRITIC 
question, NSA saw the need to remind the military, specifically the Fifth Air Force, that 
the primary purpose of the CRITIC program was to inform the highest levels of 
government in Washington of the existence of crisis situations. It was not a vehicle for 
providing initial alerts to operational commanders so that they could initiate protective 
actions. With a review of the crisis the Agency proved that the president could indeed be 
reached quickly in an emergency situation. 

Studies of the EC-121 shoot.down did show shortcomings in the command and control 
responsibility for air reconnaissance missions by the military units involved; however, the 
major problem was the Navy's extremely independent stance in regard to its reaources. 
The Navy was a reluctant participant in an advisory warning program set up by NSA for 
reconnaissance aircraft. Its planes lacked communications equipment that had become 
standard on U.S. Air Force planes. This deficiency prevented U.S. officials from 
det.ermining whether the aircraft received I lmessaps from! J A 
lack of Air Force-Navy communications cooperation also resulted in Navy c:· direct 
control of the aircraft being left off the list of addressees of early warning n. 
issued by the Air Force field site. Thia caused a serious delay in the initia n o search 
and rescue operations following the shoot.down. Military commands also called upon NSA, 
following the shoot.down, to help establish a better system for integrating Sigint 
intelligence into general intelligence information at military command control centers. 
Following the crisis, NSA also played an important role in helping the U.S. Air Force 
establish a Command Advisory Function (CAF) system in which military commands could 
act more quickly upon information pertaining to reconnaisaance missions, and as 
required, provide protective actions. 

In abort, NSA played a maJor role in providing the "whole story'" of the shoot.down to 
Washington policymakers.' In addition, the shoot.down produced a major change in NSA 
operations. After being called in on the morning of the shoot.down, MaJor General John E. 
Morrison, Jr., USAF, Assistant Director for Production (ADP), assumed personal direction 
of'the crisis situation at NSA. He immediately had to deal with a number of watch centers 
to accumulate the neeeuary data from the Soviet, North Korean~ 
systems. Although NSA eventually compiled the information, e long journeys aroUDd 
the huge NSA complex that morning convinced Morrison of the need for a focal point for 
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time-sensitive Silint information. From this experience evolved the National Sigint 
Operations Center (NSOC) that remains t.oday a unique capability within the national 
intelligence community. The EC-121 shootdown crisis represented a conclusive caae for 
convincing Morriaon and other NSA decision makers that the full potential or the Sigint 
system could be realized only through the establishment of a central current operations 
and crisis-managment cent.er.1 

BACKGROUND: COLD WAR LZOACY 

The forces that collided on 15 April 1969 - the United States Navy reconnaiuan.c:e 
plane and the MIG-21s or the North Korean Air Force - were symbols of the Cold War that 
had developed following World War II. The EC-121 was a part of the Peacetime Aerial 
Reeonnaissance Program (PARPBO) conducted by the United States Navy and Air Force. 
These proarams were developed in the early 1950s as a way or providing intelligence on 
the Soviet Union and its Communist neighbors. The MIG-2ls represented the military 
forces or a small, hostile Communist nation - North Korea - that itaelf was a Cold War 
creation. 

The post-World War ll yeara saw the emergence of two major power blocs dominated 
by two wartime allies-the Western democracies under the leadership of the United States 
and the Communist nations under the Soviet Union. By 1948, the Cold War bad clearly 
begun. In March or that year, British wartime leader Winston Churchill spoke of an "Iron 
Curtain" that bad dropped acrosa Europe, as he called for an Anglo-American alliance to 
preserve world order. In June 1947 the Soviets imposed a Communist-dominated 
government in Hungary and in February 1948 the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 
overthrew the elected. government of that country. This coup, with the tragic, mysterious 
death or the popular Czech leader Jan Masaryk, heightened United States' fears of 
Communist worldwide deaigna. In early 1947, President Hatty S Truman declared that 
the Unit.eel St.ates would help any free nation resist Communist agression. As the U.S. 
Congress supported the preal.dent's request for massive aid to bolster the governments of 
Greece and Turkey, this Truman Doctrine represented a 1lobal pledge by the United 
States to resist Communist expansion, whether in the form of internal subversion or 
external aggression. George F. Kennan, then serving on the State Department's new 
Policy Planning Staff', dubbed it a "policy of containment."' Following the establishment 
of the Communist regime in Czechoslovakia in early UM8, Congress approved the 
Marshall Plan to carry out a program of aid to Western Europe for economic 
rehabilitation. This was an eft'ort to assure that a strong, stable West.em Europe could 
resist the spread or communism. Later that year, the United Stat.ea, Great Britain, and 
France cooperated in an airlift or supplies into West Berlin when the Soviet.a carried out a 
blockade of all ground routes into that city. The capstone of the Truman containment 
policy in Europe was the decision in 1949 to participate in a North Atlantic Treaty 
Orga.niu.tion (NATO). This organization committed the United States to defend 10 
European countries, from Norway to Italy, against military agreasion from the Soviet 
Union and its satellites. 

The announcement in September 1949 that the Soviets had exploded their rust atomic 
bomb produced fears of military inferiority in U.S. policy circles. The United Stat.ea 
response to the Cold War drastically changed from economic confrontation to the need to 
wield strong military force wherever West.em interests were threatened.' In April 1949 a 
National Security Council study, NSC-68, presented a pessimistic view or U.S.-Soviet 
relations to President Truman. The product of a joint St.ate-Defense Department study 
group under Paul H. Nitze (Kennan's suceeseor as head of State's Policy Planning Stafl), 
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included the ba1ic usumption that the Soviet Union was bent on world domination and 
could neutralize the American atomic advantage by 1964. NSC-68 was even more far
reaehing than the Truman Doctrine. It meant that the United State1 would become a 
militarized nation, accepting the burdens of a large, permanent military establishment 
even in peacetime. National security was now defmed in global terms with "containmentn 
expanded into a military contest with the Soviets for control of the world. NSC-68 
committed the Truman administration to a major struU'le with the Soviet Union. 8 

The fall of the Chiang Kai-shek regime to Communist forces under Mao Tse-tung in 
China followed closely upon the announcement of the first Soviet nuclear test. Another 
National Security Council policy paper, NSC 4812, approved by President Truman in 
December 1949, sought to apply the doctrine of containment of Soviet expansionism to the 
Far East.• Jn January 1950, Secretary of State Dean Acheson spoke of a "defensive 
perimeter" of primary importance, including Japan, the Ryukyus, and the Philippines. 
U.S. policymakers at rll'Bt rejected a U.S. military defense of the ousted Nationalist 
Chinese regime in Taiwan and also omitted South Korea from the chain of states to be 
protected. 10 

The intelligence community's lack of concern over the situation in Korea at that time 
added to U.S. officials' shock when on 25 June 1950 an invasion force of over 90,000 North 
Korean troops poured across the 38th parallel into South Korea. In the first months otthe 
Korean War, North Korean troops advanced nearly to the tip or the peninsula before a 
United Nations contingent of mostly U.S. troops (a Soviet boycott had enabled UN 
Security Council action) assisted the South Koreans in driving them back across the 38th 
parallel. The North was saved only by the infusion of hundreds of thousands of Chinese 
"volunteers• by late 1950. Negotiations for a settlement began as early as July 1911, but 
the stalemated conflict continued until an armistice agreement was concluded on 27 July 
1953.11 To Truman, aa well as the new president, Dwight D. Eisenhower, the intrusion 
into South Korea and the resulting conflict was a symbol that the Communist nationa had 
pasaed beyond the use of mere subversion and were now using armed invasion and war to 
pursue their goal of expansionism.11 

The administration of Lyndon B. Johnson continued a Cold War policy of containment 
in Vietnam. To combat guerrilla activity of the Viet Cong in South Vietnam, President 
Johnson ordered massive bombing of North Vietnam in 1966. The build up of American 
ground forces shortly !ollowed. The war in Vietnam changed with this American military 
build up from a local conflict into a struggle between the United States and communism. 
This re!leeted a change in the containment policy from one of looking at it strictly in terms 
of preventing Soviet expansion to one of resisting communism everywhere.18 

As the United States increasingly committed its military forces to Southeast Asia in 
the mid and late 19608, the Communist regime in North Korea exhibited growing hostility 
toward the United States.14 

At a Korean Workers' Party Convention in Pyona:yang in October 1968, for example, 
Premier Kim ll-So'ng initiated a campaign of hostile acts aimed at the liberation or South 
Korea and the unification of the Korean peninsula during his lifetime. A dramatic 
increase in infiltration efforts into South Korea by small groups of North Korean guerrilla 
agents began in the autumn of 1966. An initial attack was a predawn raid on the morning 
or 2 November 1966, in the southem half of the demilitarized zone, that resulted in the 
death or seven South Korean and American soldiers. The incidents increased tenfold 
between 1966 and 1967 to over 550 incidents. In 1967, over 125 American and South 
Korean soldiers were killed in rue&ghts along the DMZ.11 In 1968, there were over 625 
incidents by these infiltration teams. As described by the New Yor• Time•, it was a 
"porous warn of terrorist aetivity.11 The most daring incident occurred on 21 January 
1968, just two days before the USS Pueblo was seized by elements of the North 
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Korean Navy. On that day, 31 infiltrators 
got within 800 yards ot the Blue House, the 
residence of the South Korean President. 
The men had come acroas the DMZ four days 
earlier with the goal of assaseinating South 
Korean President Chung Hee Park. 
Although this .. Blue House Raid.n failed at 
the last moment, it did not discourage 
further infiltration att.empts. In November 
1968, a large group or 120 well-armed and 
highly trained commando infiltrators 
landed by sea on the ea.stem coast or South 
Korea. This group engaged in Viet Cong
like subversion and sabotage tactics in a 
number of South Korean villages. It took 
over 40,000 Republic or Korea militia and 
policemen nearly two months, with a loss or 
63 lives, to clean out this commando group.11 

Although this foray also eventually ended in 
failure, the dramatic increase in infiltration 
attempts along the DMZ and the coasts 
of South Korea represented the att.empta 

KlmD&'nt.........._*oftlut of a very hostile North Korean regime to 
l:.hrmocradcPeopi9'• Bepubllc of Korea undermine the confidence or the South 

Korean people in their government. 
However, the South Korean people showed little sympathy for the inf"tltrators who had 
minimal success in establishing guerrilla bases in the south.18 

Jn addition to the increase in paramilitary inciqents in the late 1960s, North Korea 
built its regular military. with heavy Soviet aid in equipment and training, into one or the 
strongest in the Communist world. Between 1966 and 1967, North Korea tripled its 
defense budget.19 Military expenditures in North Korea reached 15 to 20 percent or its 
Gross National Product compared with five percent in South Korea.• 

By April 1969, the North Korean Army of 350,000 men was the fourth largest in the 
Communist world. This largely Soviet equipped and trained army was superior to the 
small American backed South Korean Army. 11 In contrast to the modem North Korean 
Air Force, for example, the South Korean tighter force of 170 aircraft consisted mainly of 
the outmoded F -86 Sabre jets. 

Despite the superiority of the North Korean military in its training, equipment, and 
especially air capability, it faced a strong U.S. military presence in the south. The United 
St.ates military in South Korea had never returned to that. nominal pre-Korean War level. 
By early 1969, over 53,000 U.S. Army troops remained in South Korea as part or the 
United Nations Command committed to defending the BOK from North Korean 
aggression. Moreover, in early 1968, the North Koreans seized the U.S. intelligence ship 
Pueblo operating off the Korean coast in international waters.11 

Between the conclusion or the Korean War and the EC-121 shoot.down, the United 
States and North Korea met 289 times at Panmun,jom in the DMZ in their roles as the 
Military Armistice Commission (MAC), supervising the truce. The two countries did not. 
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disguise their mutual hostility at these meetings which were primarily a forum. for 
ellChanging insult.& and charges. The 289th meeting, for example, held in early April 1969, 
lasted over 11 hours, with North Korean MaJor General Ri Cboon-aun and U.S. Air Force 
M&jor Oeneral Jamea B. Knapp, the senior UN delegation member, glarin1 at each other 
wordlesaly for the rmaI 4-112 hours as Knapp waited for Ri to propose a recess.23 Th.is was 
the atmosphere in which the U.S. intelligence system operat.ed. 

U.S. AERIAL Rl!CONNA.188ANCE PROGRAM 

To the North Koreans, the Peacetime Aerial Reconnaissance Programs, operated by 
the United Stat.es Air Force and Navy, represented yet another hostile military aci and a 
further deterrent to its aspirations for Korean reunification. These programs were a 
repercussion of the Cold War atmosphere following World War II and the desire of the 
United Sta.tea govemment to obtain current intelligence on the Soviet Union and other 
Communist nationa. The Airbome Communications Reconnaissance Program (ACRP) of 
the Air Force Security Service began in the early 19501 in an attempt to deal with chances 
in the communications practices of the Soviet Union. The Soviets, shortly after the end of 
World War II, converted their voice communications Crom high frequency (HF) to very 
high frequency (VHF) line-or-sight communieatii>ns. Since these line-of-sight 
communications could be copied only within 50 to 70 miles of a transmitter, many could 
not be intercepted by existing U.S. f'med field sites. 

On 28 August 1950. General Sam W. Agee at Headquarters USAF gave permission to 
the USAFSS to develop an airborne intercept program. The potential value o( airborne 
colleciion was soon shown during the Korean conflict when one VHF intercept position 
was installed on a Fifth Air Force C-47 aircraft. This effort, known as Project BLUE SKY, 
was only moderately successful due to poor VHF intercept conditions in the operation area. 
However, this venture and the testing of RB·29 aircraft in Europe and the Far East 
convinced Air Force ot!icial& of the feasibility of airborne intercept. The RB·29 was 
assigned to the 6091st Reconnaissance Squadron. Yokota AB, Japan, and flew its first 
mi&Sion in April 1964. u 

In 1956 budgeting for this airborne reconnaissance activity was increased through the 
Consolidated CryptoloJic Program (CCP), by which the National Security Agency 
managed all Sigint resources in the National Foreign Intelligence Program CNFlB). The 
USAFSS dubbed its new program the Airborne Communications Reconnaissance Program 
CACRP) in the same year and finalized plans for the use of ten RB-50 aircraft (five each in 
both Europe and the Far East), as well as the establishment of ACRP detachments in the 
two theaters to operate the program. The planes were equipped primarily to record voice 
transmissions in the VHF/UHF range but also included HF, OF (Direction Finding), and 
CW (continuous--wave or manual Morse) capabilities. 

Oflicials of the National Security Agency quickly recognized the vast potential of th.is 
collection system. As the result of successes in the ACRP program in quantity, quality, 
and uniqueness of the intercept take, NSA ofllcials requested in July 1957 that miasion 
identification data be added to the transcripts of intercepted trafli.c. The Far East missions 
were so successful that NSA then r uested s eeial missions 

B the early 1960&, NSA inte·res······ t in the.. ··A .•. ·c·. RP Pl'fll!' ... ·· •. ·.•.·.· .. m •. ·. ··increased.····. .... . ~r .. Thef::J now posaeased the knowledge and equipment to use commumca~tems as 
lid as those.~ by the United States. With the trend( ~w~s 

using low-powered, directional, anti :more complex VHFIUHP'/IJllCl'Owave -ion, 
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NSA experts saw the need t.o develop an airborne intercept system capable of monitoring 
these new communication systems. Through NSA sponsored research and development 
eft'orts, the C-1308 that replaced the ftB..50s in the early 1960s were outfitted with updated 
equipment that greatly increased the ACRP effort against the newl 
communications syatems. This naturally led to an ever increasing interest at'""60-th"""th...,,._e-ate...--r_. 
and national level in the use or airborne intercept.• Airborne collection became 
increasingly important in meeting demands for intelligence for prior warning of 
impending military attack on the United States or United States forces overseas. As part 
of its containment policy, the United States government desired timely intelligence to 
keep up with Soviet, Chinese Communist North Korean, and Cuban capabilities, 
intentions, and efforts. 

In November 1964, Lieutenant 
General Gordon A. Blake, USA, 
Director of NSA, outlined to the 
Secretary or Defense, Robert S. 
McNamara, the results of a joint 
study with the Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA) which 
addressed the m1n1mum 
requirements to accomplish the 
necessary airborne Sigint tasks.17 

A further stimulant to this 
NSAIDIA study was the problem of 
United States tenure at some of its 
base facilities in foreign countries. 
This threatened to eliminate 
ground-based collection sites 

Blake argued that t.o fill 
L-.-e-v-o-:-i-:d additional airborne 

resources would be needed ... ··· The 
joint NSAIDIA Jtud7 concluded 
that the then current resources of 
the ACRP fieet (eight C-130A, 

Lleut.enan&GeneraJGonlctqA.BJake. eleven C-130B, and three RC-135B 
Directol'ofNSA,lult'llU -May 1161 aircraft) could satisfy I I 

. percent of the I I 
lltbat were deemed necessary to accomplish the Sigint tasks. Airborne collection, 

lJiei:ei=~ co. ncluded. , was absolutely inditJpensable in providing··· uniq····ue.intelligence on I _. (activities. The NSA/DIA study group recommended tha~C-135Bs 
betran erred int.o the ACRP fleet to satisfy most of the stated requirement.• As an 
interim measure, the NSAIDIA team also su.,gested that the Chief' of Naval Operations 
CCNO), Admiral. Thomas H. Moorer, continue using EC-121 aircraft. This aircraft., 
however, because or its altitude restriction of 9,000 to 16i000 feet (restricting its target 
penetration capability for peripheral reconnaissance), was not ~nsidered as good as the 
RC-1358 for reconnaissance purposes. 

In its study of ACRP needs, NSA continued its role 88 operational and technical 
direct.or of the Air Force Security Service program. Tbs USAFSS and the other Service 
Crypt.ologic Agencies CSCAI) came under the auth<)rity of National Security Council 
Intelligence Directive CNSCID) No. 6. First promulgated in 1962, NSCID No. 8 tasked 
NSA with producing intelligence 88 required by the Director of Central Intelligence CDCD 
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and the United States Int.elligence Board (USIB).30 NSA provided the collection (f.argefe 
and choice of collection facility - including airborne) and technical (time, d.utatiof.t .. 
location, equipment mix, and personnel skills) requirements. The USAFSS managed the 
collection resources (manpower, aircraft, and equipment) and developed ACRP tracb U\ 
coordination with the Air Force theat.er commands. Theater commands(e,g. CINCPACj ... 
Commander in Chief, Pacific) drew up monthly reconnaillBanCe schedule prOpolals and\ 
forwarded them to the Joint Chiefs of Staff' (JCS) for approval and to NSA and USAFSS fort 
information. USAFSS kept NSA advised of its capability to fulfill proposed Si~t: 
collection requirements. . i . . • ·· ... \ 

By April 1969 the mission requirements totaled overl I 
--=--=---==-------.--,,...--...,,._.----..,..___,..,.----,..........1' 1'h8.t the Far East was due to the needs from the VietnameEJ8 corifliet;.,,.. ~~==-....;;"'""i 

To meet the requirements in the Far East, the USAFSS AC '8t m ic arei\ ·. 
consisted of ten C-1308 and six RC-135M platforms. /The .. · 6988·t .. h Security ruaclron j (manned the 10 C-130s _ I 

I Eight of the 10. until January 
1968, staged. out of Yokota AB and Kadena~ 0 · · · I l 
J !orbits as Operati9 Following the seizure 
of the Puebl.o, two of these planes were · to • Korea, in response to 
increased requirements for a predawnlpast..cfµsk early warning service to Fifth Advanced 
Squadron (Fifth ADVON), 314th Air Division of the Fifth Air Force. This increaaed 
collection! . . . ./ .. · / · .· lwas still in efl'ect at the time of 
the EC-121 shootdown. 

The C-130. in the UsAFss ACRP program were solel dedicated to Comint collection 
with taakinlJ provided by the National Security Agency. 
mu.ch o£ this effort by the early part or 1969 was • The USIB =: iDcreo8ed colleclion aetlvl · · In order to evalualo 

I lstrensth and capabilities. 81 

Contrast to the Air Force ACRP program, in which NSA played a large role in. 
OGA collection requirements and tasking, the Navy program was dedicated largely to Oeet 

support. NSA played only a secondary role in these Oights. Two Fleet Air Reconnaissance 
Squadrons CVQ-1 in the Pacific and VQ-2 in Europe) performed the missions. In 1969 the 
VQ-1 missions CEC-1Z1M ComintJElint and EA-SB Elint aircraf't) operated Crom Atsugi, 
Japan. They were under the direct operational control of the Commander, Seventh Fleet, 
Admiral William F. Bringle. NSA designated USN-39, the Naval Security Group at 

as the responsible station within the cryptologic community for· 
reporting on the Because of this responsibility and its close 
proximity to VQ-1, - mann e mmt po1itions on the VQ-1 flights. 

The NSA talking role on the VQ-1 flights was a very tenuous one. The Navy jealously 
guarded its own resources, fearful of any type of NSA control on these flights. The planea . 
were·. lookeol :;n as Nayy assets to be used for carrying out Navy missions.• The Navy did 
permit NSAI __ !tasking on the EC-121 ComlntJElint Oights (BEGGAR SHADOW). 
Tbis1 tasking was at the discretion of USN-39 on · • • • • 
the · · ments of line-of-a ht communicatio 

TheN 
on 10 

duplication. Eugene Sheck, Chief or Kl 7, the Mobile 
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meJor difficulties in dealing with the Na and its ~nnaisaance missiona. He viewed 
the problem primarily in terms of the s laek of:~mmunication with his NSA otBce. 
Despite providing this .. national taaki.'8" on the two ·9r three flights per month made 
available by the Navy for that pll!'J>Olej'the Navy usu8.lly failed to tell hbn if and when it 
was used. Sheck concluded that the!Navy often~ the NSA tasking as its own:" 
Because of the Navy's failure to comtjlunicate, NSA had virtually no voice in the number 
of nights required, the justification for them, and the risks involved Sheck complain ....... _ .. 

----=---::-:---===---=----=-~--=--=----:-:~...,..~w~aa~··~t~h~e~u=n~c;:;;;;lasaified nickname 
assigned to JCS procedures and criteria for providing.__ ____ _.information to the 
PARPRO aircraft operating near the periphery of targ&t cou.ntries. When aircraft were 
beyond the range of friendly rider, Sigint sites monitorin1I· lradar 
networks provided warnings w the aircraft if pqtential · conditions such as 
a roachin enem fi hter aircraft) existed . 

..._ ________ __. Its response to t e 
program was also evidenced by its allure to equip its planes with .a ..,,__ ..... ~..;;, 
ground communications sntem. The JCS approved this\ system for warning 
purposes in March 1968. By 1969 it was used extensively in.the Air Force ACRP profp'8.m. 
Sheck cited cost consider~ons and the failure of the Navy to appreciate the need for the 
system as reasons for its.noninclusion on Navy flights.85 

Since November 1968. the Navy had directed its BBOOARSIWX)Wmissiona primarily 

...-three~~E;.;:C::;..·1=2:..:1:...::m;;;;1.,.·ss~i;;:;;on&;;;;:; per monthi ~ L · - I .. Jn respol18':·~venth Fleet=· men: .VQ.1=· .· uled two:r 

......, ________ ___..._..._..CAfte_ .... r__...the...._ ........ e ........ ue~6lO. incideliiDUDti-:Auguat~. the Jo t 
Chiefs ofS JCsC::] restricted the flights to at least 80 
miles oft' th st.) The Navy flew these new tracks 14 times from November 1968 
to April 1969; the. 15th was the ill·fated mission of 15 April 1969. Elint tasking was 
provided by fleet or theater sources, and final schedules approved by theater Blint 
planning conferences. The schedule, after final approval by the Theatel" Command 
(CINCPAC), waL& forwarded to DIA for review, before bein rmall aented to the 
JCSIJRC. At the time the NSA role in the Elint fli hts unde 

was limited to a technical review conducted by the K4 element. N A's only 
responsibility was to ensure that specific mission aircraft possessed the technical 
collection capability to meet requirements. NSA issued no supplemental Elint tasking 
applicable to these BEGGARSIWX)W missions. 

s· the BIGGAR SIWX)W flights were primarily Elint oriented I ·. I 
NSA (B Group) provided no Sigint tasking on these missions. The VQ-1 fligltts, 

ere re, provided only a small amount of intelligence to the Agency and this was usually 
duolicative in nature.811 The main value of the fliahts was in · -· information on the 

The minimal NSA role on these Navy missions, its limitation to a .. technical review" 
status, was closely related to the overall fragmented management of United States Elint 
resources. NBA officials viewed the Elint program as one lacking coordination, thus 
causing gross duplication and waste. In theory, NSA's authority (as specified in NSCID 
No. 6) in Elint was almost identical to its authority in Comint. However, a serious 
loophole existed in Department of Defense Directive No. 31115·2. This directive gave 
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military commanders the responsibility to collect and process Blint determined necessary 
for direct support activities in conducting electronic measures and countermeasures (such 
as radar jamming, the use of chaff, and other deceptive devices) in military operations. 
Using this loophole, the services, including the Navy, interpreted electronic 
countermeasures to cover almost any kind of Elint activity. In contrast, Directive. No. 
3116-4, dealing with Comint, was much more precise in defining activities exexnpted from 
NSA control. NSA off"icials, such as Arthur J. Levenson, Chief or A Group, viewed the 
establishment or Comint-like rules as necessary to combat the current frapiented state of 
Elint. As satellite reconnaissance played a more important role in intercept, and with 
NSA heavily involved in the planning and operation of such systems, Levenson saw the 
need for a more active role in reviewing this expensive airborne Elint pr0gram to reduce 
duplication of effort.• Pressure for this review mounted as the EC-12lcontinued its 
mission. 

The EC-121flightor16 April ~acterized the Navy autonomy. Although the Navy 
called it a BEGGAR SHADOW mission, thus implying a primary Comint role (with national 
tasking), its role on that flight was virtually limited to that of an. Elint-only operation. 
(While this EC-121 flight was always referred to as a BEGGAR SHADOW mission, a SAC 
message of26 April 1969 referred to it as thel !which was more appropriate as 
it was the nick.name referring to direct.support Elint t1ijlits.)40 In fact, even the make-up or 
the large crew on this flight reflected this. Ten members of.the crew held the title or 
Aviation Electronic Technician, 8ignifying them as electronic countermeasures personnel, 
and thus outside of NSA's Sigint authority. On the ill-fated night they outnumbered the 
communications technicians, Sigint personnel assigned to Naval Security Group at 

I I NSA's passive role relating to these flights added to the confusion 
at Fort Meade on the moming of the shootdown as questions arose over who controlled the 
aircraft, who tasked the mission, and what it was tr)'ing to collect. Even CINCPACFLT, 
which was in the immediate chain of command of the aircraft, iuued seemingly conflicting 
statement.a regarding the primary mission of the.flight. A CINCPACFLT mesaap ol 1 
April 1969, for example, gave the proposed VQ-lEC-121 schedule for April. This measap 
listed Com.int aa the primary task of the .EC-121 missions, Elint as a secondary task. 
However, on 16 April (the day after the shootdown), CINCPACFLT described BEGGAR 
SHADOW Track 8263 (the track of the ill-fated mission) as designed to optimize Elint 
collectionl IA DIA memorandum of 18 April further described 
four EC-121 tracks (including 8263) flown since November 1968 as meeting theater 
requirements under thel fElint program. Track 8263 had been flown four 
times earlier in 1969 as had a similar track, 8281. Th898 tracks were designed primarily 
to provide intelligence OD North Korean radar activities.41 NSA levied DO special 
supplemental Elint tasking that was applicable to the miasion. 41 

TBB RISK A88J:88MENT PROCB88 

In addition to its minimal tasking role, NSA did not participate in the risk assessment 
proceH (to establish the likelihood of enemy hostile actions) on these Navy flights. During 
the 20-year period dating back to 1950, U.S. reconnaissance aircraft were subject to enemy 
attaeb on over 40 occasions. Moat of these incidents. in which the United States lost 16 
aircraft, were attributed to the Soviet Union. On occuion, however, the North Koreans 
attacked United States reconnaissance vehicles. One incident occurred just after the 
armistice concluding the Korean conflict. North Korean antiaircraft fire in August 1963 
shot. down a USAF T-6 intelligence mission over the DMZ. Six years later, the North 
Koreans attacked a U.S. Navy reconnaissance flight. The Martin POI-IQ Mercator, 
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originally designed as a long-range bomber, had been modified in the late 1950s to take on 
a new role in electronic reconnaissance. A number of these served the VQ-1 and VQ-2 
squadrons. On 16 July 1959, two North Korean MIGs shot at an Elint :MercatoJ:" flight. 
The incident occurred at 7,000 feet over international waters, nearly 40 miles off the 
Korean coast. The Mercator managed to escape by diving to sea level and badlydamapd. 
with a wounded tailgwmer, limped back to a forced landing on a Japanese aidield." On 27 
April 1966, North Korean MIG-1711 from So'ndo'k attacked and badly damaged another 
Elint mission, an Air Force RB-47, over the Sea of Japan, 80 miles off the coast. 

The seizure of the USS Pueblo on 23 January 1968 brought to a climax this series of 
occasional attacks on elements of United States intelligence forces. Originally a U.S. 
Army supply ship in the Pacif'ic from 1944-54, the Pabw was reactivated and turned over 
to the Navy in 1966. It was converted to an Auxiliary General.Environmental lteseaJ:"Ch 
(AGER) vusel as a result of an urgent request by the Secretary of the Navy, PaulH. Nitze. 
Nitze also asked for two more trawler vessels t.o augment the tactical surveillance and 
intelligence collection capability! I 

While the USS Pueblo, under Lieutenant Commander Lloyd M. B,ucher, was 
undergoing its final mission preparations in December 1967, the National Security 
Agency issuecl a warning about North Korean dannrs. In a message dated 29 December 
Hnt.o~ I 
Sent to aid in the JCS-CINCPAC risk assessment process, the message cited the downing 
of the USAF RB-47 in April 1965 as an example of this North Korean sensitivity. The 
item further cited recent reactions by the North Korean Navy to South Korean Navy 
vessels and even fishing vessels near the North Korean coastline. These included the 
&inking of a South Korean naval vessel on 19 January 1967 by coastal artillery."' 

The NSA message sent during the height of the holiday season was virtually ignored. 
It was rout.eel as routine information to CINCPAC and not seen by Admiral U.S. Grant 
Sharp until after the capture of the Pueblo.45 The seizure of the ship by a subchaser and 
torpedo boats of the North Korean Navy occurred 12 days after the Pueblo had depilrt.ed 
from Sasebo harbor on its first (and only) intelligence mission. 

The Pueblo seizure was certainly a major reason for increased United States 
intelligence efforts against North Korea. The incident was still under investigation by a 
congressional subcommittee as Lieutenant Commander James H. Overstreet met with 
other members of an EC-121 erew for a preflight briermg. The routine briet'"mg did contain 
a warning. Overstreet discussed three messages in the briefing including one from the 
Commander of U.S. Forces in Korea, General Charles H. Bonesteel Ill, to CINCPAC 
(Admiral John S. McCain, Jr.) on 11 April 1969.48 ·This measa.ge warned of unusually 
vehement and vicious language used by the North Koreans in recent Military Armistice 
Com.mission meetin held at Panm 'om. Althou this communication was especially 
directed toerewso · e VQ-1 squadron was told t.o be 
alert and be pr tion o any serious reactions by the North 
Koreans. •7 Despite e an 
attem to t wh.k:b 

In tact. this flight track was reviewed by Seventh Fleet on 14 April with no basis 
"==--"-'- an L pa As a precaution, however, the flight was to 
approach no closer than 50 miles t.o the Korean coast.• 

While Commander Overstreet and other members of the EC·l21 crew prepared for 
their mission, they were unaware or the unusual activity at an airfield on North Korea's 
east coast. Hoemun was the home base of the North Korean Air Force (NKAF) Air 
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School's Jet Training Element. While this element was normally equipped only with .MIG-
15117 aircraft, two NKAF First Fighter Division MIG-21 (Fishbed-F) aircraft flew to 
Hoemun on 28 March from Pukch'ang-ni Airfield.50 The Joint Sobe Processing Center 
(JSPC), located at Torii Station, Okinawa, sent a message on 30 March 1969 to all Far 
East military commands and Sigint sites which indicated that this first reflection of 
Fishbed-F type aircraft at Hoemun was probably related to pilot training since a MIG-21 
Transition Training Unit was located at another east coast location, Pukch'ang-ni. 51 There 
was no known NKAF tactical unit located at Hoemun. On the morning of 15 April, the two 
MI G-2 ls remained at Hoemun. Such was the initial warning of the coming crisis. 

MIG-tl Fish bed F ft1bter, shown here with insipla of the Czech Air Force. 

THE SHOOTDOWN 

The BEGGAR SHADOW mission, assigned l land I I 
-1 _.......,..,I took oft' from Atsugi Naval .Air Station, Japan, at 0700 local time (22ooz)e wbh 
31 men on board. The scheduled flight duration was eight and a half hours; From Atsugi, 
the EC-121 was to fly to a point off the northeastern coastal city of Ch'ongjin, near North 
Korea's border with Manchuria. The plane was then to fly two and a half orbits along a 
120 mile elliptical path parallel to the coast of North Korea before continuing to Osan AB, 
near Seoul, with a projected arrival time of 0630Z. Except for the beginning and ending 
legs over Japan and South Korea, the entire flight was to be over international waters. It 
was to fly no closer than 50 miles to the North Korean coast (see map 1). The North 
Koreans claimed territorial waters and airspace 12 miles from their coast. 
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Map 1. The EC-12l's proposed mission. 
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Its schedule included take off from Atsugi Naval Air Station, Japan, performing two 
and a half orbits off the coast or North Korea (at an approach not to exceed 50 nautical 
rniles) and landing at Osan, Republic or Korea., approximately eight and a half hours 
after departure. 
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EC-121, "slow and lumbering," was a m~tlon·.of a plane that was once a familiar 
sight to transatlantic air traveler$; /the. ~!)· Super Constellation, a major 
commercial plane before the jet age .. The plaq's foutpro~ller-driven en.mes provided a 
maximum speed of 220 knots with/a maxi~\ipl altitude of 10,000 to 20,000 feQt. The 
unarmed aircraft carried nearly s~tons of el~i'lie fCl.Qi.pme,nt with a bulbous radome on 
top to pick up radar &ignals and antennas \under the lane•a bell to mo·nitor radio 
communications. The lane contained rI"J 
communications position inc uded secu.-e yoiee (K ""8)and secure teletype (KW-7) 

~-eq-ui_p_m_e_n_t·-·~~---,,,....,,...~·---~·---· ~~ ........ ··..,.......,_.,.--------'fl'ilOndly .....i.rl 
covera would be avail•ble dur' n and South Korea 

)!!iifil::~:EI!!!i!:~!!!!]!:!!i!!!!!~e~nt~ui!![:,:~:::::::~::::::::·:::~.~ .. ::·~~ ,~I 
SpecH'ic areas of 

!'--~'";'l'"" ....... ___ -T.-.. ~.-air-=-=bo-rn_,ee:olleetci1r proceeded 

ormation was a so to 
a te co contro u ties or pomn le action, such as a fipter 

launch. In the case or such a launchJ lwu to contact units of the Fifth Air Force, 
the Fifth ADVON, and the S14th Air DivisionQlocated at Osan, through &18Cure voice 
and teletype. 11 

USN-39, the Naval Security Group facility at Kamiaeya, Japan, was 1to serve as 
another relay point in the Sigint network, but communications problems would put it out 
of the picture until well after the shoot.down occurred. 51 I I 

I I Because of'it.s proximity to VQ-1, it 
b8d control over manning the onboard positions of the EC-121 ftight. 

Following ita 0700 (2200Z 14 April) takeoff' from the Atsugi Naval Air Station near 
Tokyo, thecrewoltheEC-121 wasindireetcontactwithj IKamiseya, during the 
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early hours of the flight. At the very beginning ol the miBBion C2217Z) Commander 
Overstreet called Kamiseya for a ground check. This was receipted by USN-39 several 
minutes later. An hour and a hair later (2347Z), chatter took place between l;he plane and 
USN-39 in an attempt to correct some minor communications difficulties. These problems 
were cleared up by 002.t.iZ. Twenty minutes later the last direct contact occurred between 
the plane and Kamiseya. At that time C0045Zl, the crew had some activit.v on a radio
telephone position and informed USN-39 that no further transmissions would be 
forthcoming while this took place. The reason for this action was to preve:nt the loss or 
intercept which sometimes occutted during KW-7 transmissions. The plane would simply 
acknowledge any transmissions Crom the ground by sending three short sync pulses on the 
KW· 7 circuit. 51 

.. ..... udl )Osan, via OP~~MM fro~ l!~-58, H~ata, was~ aware at; 0008Z of the 
~•::l;,:1t;:'(e} . de rture Of the N v m1 l n 1 ial flect1on - .. A W 

~~:~,: 's·6:::a-iS::;;· .. Tbe plabe; ...... 
··· initially:re". ~~~'".'.l"P.Cj~ver~-""'.:. :T-e'""'e .. a-.ll"T ..... --:-~nr...-..... .....,,.-....,. ..... "T":...,!'!'!"!'!"',.~~I"""'~ 

· .Yladivost.oll::ier Unformed ohhis Soviet reaction at 0117Z.90 The EC-121 • .. ···· bGA 
continued on a northwesterly.j>8.t to a point about 90 nm sout;heast of Vlad1vostok (~lscf 

senti.n the closest point to ~t tenitory at stfnm>I / .• 
A few minute& prior ~ th· ' 
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As the EC+121 approached ,the:northern part of the elUp1-feal orbWat. 04i30Z, the two 
MIG-2ls :that. had appeared at.the Hoemun Air School in. late March took ofl' across the 
waters of: the Sea of Japan in .w-h&t ap~ared t.o be a ~i!fully ea}culated maneuver.• In 
retrospeci. the planes were stras.mblecf at a time th;at •no~ o:il.nim:iim flight time over 
water for i.nte~pt or• planeith,at wa •fl ing on a PieviOusiy 1,r.nown ·reconnaissance track. 
During the next several minµ~ d to take .d~Cisiv.e action. There ""'as no time to 
coordinate infQrmati(»n with ~he o r sites. Tt.Je.·Koree.ri fighters were moving rapidly 
across the,:Sea:or Ja 'n. The initial renections .. ofthe MIG-,2'ls were picked up at 0435Z at 
rl supervisot decided to wait for a second 
~g to etermine t e' v-.· 1 J y o t e tr:a~ mg .be(ore taking any action. Within two 
minutes he determined tha:'tith.e.fighters Wefe reflected. within 51 to 55 nm c·f the EC-121 
which itselfw•s reOectea •• ~ading a~S:y fro~t~Ei fighters on an easterly turn across the 

.. · I 

SeaoCJapa~.~ · .·. .. ..· -·--...----------·-----. 
At 043$Z. •the ··u .·· rvisor .ai 

. '' . '·', . ·~ ', 
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warnings were automatically tecei~d for in.the Cotm of a data burst tran&tlllission that 
set off a light on a round consale. In the Na v lane . 

!!-----..... ...--...... ...---------------...,.··,;;;B~t;.;.:;h.11t time th~. 

ne o . e 1ets ftm) oemun /Ur Field / 
per orm • a e ens1ve patro over the ea o Japan, with &,position 65 nlD ,,,.eat of"the EC~, 
121 at the closest approach. The other jet continued on an, eastward track.'8.n~ ·. I. 
~not.ed the merging oC its track and that of th~ EC-lZl at O~Z (see 1!~P 4). The ' 
"""tiineOJ' the shoot.down was probably 0447Z, a rox1mat.el 80 nules west .oJ. t.he North.· 

Korean coast (41-12N, l31-48E . · d the separE1tion of the· · : 
tracks at 0449Z and b 0451 ceased . .til renect the EC- ,.-}OGA 
121. However on.tinued to reflect thll/ · ·· 
fighters until Oli07Z as the ead.ed West over the Sea o Japan back to~ard H ,,,·· ,, 

In addition to 'nformation to the aircraft .. / also 

timeo t.~~----..---------------------..millLIUILISi.1;.K.llU,,, 
AF ADV ON, Osan, 
Warning Cent.er (Os~a~nT· .~.·v"!'l8~na_ ~~r;M7 ...... m""l~---~....,.~'"'T':"-~~.....,'T""'-'="l~~....,.-
taken by the commaricJers c9~cerned.. ---i·by 
OPSCOMM to USA-58for relay to the' i Air orce. t.0442Z an i'M'M"'d'rrect 

'1Jlllii..11A1110M..., was s¢nt to tile 314th/Air Division .Warning.Center, and seve1·al minutes 
i . an intli 1 SPOT report that two KORCOM fighterSC:::: ____ _. 

.._..,..°'!"'""-r--....,~·-~~ ...... '!!'"."'!"~ were probably/reacting to t.he BEGGJ~R SHADOW 
m1sswn. ~irect.ed this $P()T reportto 43.addressees (H()tel Six/Foxt1rot was the 
distribution designato~)/but not V,Q-1 or USN-3.9; the commaf)ds directly res110nsible for 
oper~tion and C~_inint:.:manning .of the ~ircra11:10 This ovenight would later be cited in 
Congressional heari~gs as an example of t_be Command Control breakdown that existed 
during ~he sh~.tdown. Alihe>tlgh thfi s~ific cause for this lapse was never 1revealed, it 
certainly represented a' laek of. communication between the Navy uni Its directly 
res~n.ible fcrr th.e•ptan~ C\IQ-lfUSN~39) and the USAFSS field sit.e responsible for Sigint 
inform&tiorj i / i,A t 0451zA I sent a follow-up to the direct serviice tip-off' to 
the .3l4th Air Oivision•citini the merged positions of the EC-121 and a tighter· aircraft at 
0447Z. the'~_,abl.e ~hootdo~ time./ · 

·w .. henBr.~gadierGen:e~a:r ArthurW. HoldernFss, Commanderofthe 314th Air Division 
at ~n •. ~m~ .:we.re .. of the tip..oal ~of fighter reaction to the flight at 0445Z, 
he immt!diately-'orclered the Ie.unch or two F-1021 to be placed on a CAP (Combat Air 
Patrol> ()rbit.i4o .. riP{ofr the SOuth Korean coast.al city of Kangnung, around 100 nm south 
of~e i-~~ritirea. This was in the vicinity of the planned flight path of the E:C-121 as it 
headedoniisfin.iJegtoOsan. The F-102s were to proceed to this area to search for the 
EC..;l ~)' ~tfto relcii'e it-from harassment or attack if it was still in flight. 

'' ,,,. . 
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Unfortunately, the l•unth\~r:ne of 0504Z ~urred about IT ~inutes after th~ 0447Z 
assumed shootdown tiime'·ofihe.EC-121. The Finh'Air F · irLJ&JNm was 
still.unaware of the serioijsne'ss'~fthe situation. It ask·. que~ 
Owhy the Co~mander·.or 314th Air Division (Genera scrambled two 
fiah.ters in Com~t Air Patrol. \ 

While the F-102s looked tor the reconnai8sanee mission off the South Koree.n coast, the 
U.S. SiginUield si\e& spent• hectic ho~ tryb)g to detertnine the fate of the ll!:C-121. At 
0500Z USN-39 macJ,e it.s usua• ~urly communications check with the aircraft. This time 
there waa no respOnse. From \0605Z to 0612Z:· USN-39 made nine more u1risuccessful 
attempts ito con~ the plane. \ Despite the lack-. of a response, there was 1rio unusual 
concern as USN-39 personnel were not aware of the warnings and reports '.initiated by 
I ltue to beihg left. off' the c!istribution:\ The failure or the plane t.o resp>nd was not 
considered unusual due to th~ distance inv.olved and the fact that comniunications 
between aircraft. ahd Kamiseya 'w•re often med~ocre at·\>est.13 At VQ-1, Atsugi, an Air Plot 
Duty Officer had eopied thel lwarning inessages·sent from the &tat.iera at Fuehu.um 
Aware that the p(H;sibility or a lJroblem existed·;, VQ-1 made a number or calls to Fuehu 
over the next half-hour for any eommunications from the\mission aircraft. and requested 
that all sources be checked for a':pc)ssible abort m·essage. At 0558Z VQ-1 sen1t a FLASH 
message tol • IU$A-58 requestiilg any information on reflec:tions of the 
night. : \ •. . 

After issuing it.& initial SPOT r~port at 0445Z,r-1spent the next hour in an 
intensified effort to locate the mission aircraft. T~ded replotting •i>f tracking 
information and e tensive coord" ·o with oth r sites Fil\ 
ADVON/8J4th 4ir Division,. ~$A~5.8....., ____ ... _. ---------------...-..; 

I I H H freque&ted(JSA-68, Hakata, at 0600Z to check wit ._ __ • 
Air Force to see jf they had anything on the aircraft., statin "Mate 
tracking on that BEGGAR SHADOW since 0447Z?""' By 051.1aa..--..... lliir" 
tracking of the r11hters had ceased about 0504Z. Captai C!)'1Jrnand.ing 
officer ofl lthen queried the Special Security 0 icer of the nearby 314thLAir 
Division to see ii it had any communications with .the plane and whether th4t plane was P · 
still to la.rid at Osan. The_. ~4th Air Division advijed that it was probable that the plane 
bad receiVed the warninssi Jaken ev:asive action on its eastward turn, and could 
have "hit the deck" (dmpp below radar cover). As the plane returned south, however, it 
should have been reflected by friendly radar and communications reestabli.shed. n At 
0520ZJ lssu.ed a second follow:·UP to its SPOT report, advising that there had been 
no further renection's of the BEGGAR SHADOW mission si Again,, the Hotel 
Six/Fox.trot address eliminated reeei t of this information b r V 1. 78 

1. 4. {2) 
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While still trying to determine the meaning .. eci.ded to go 
ahead with the issuance of a CRITIC. During the contact with regarding the 

I !had been adviaed jba~ it -=~b~ beat to issue a CRITlCc All waa not 
well. ln additiC>n~ in replottingkonrirmed that the Kc),ean fighter 
tracks did indeed mer: with that o the ·12~ t <t544ZI U.ssued a CFLITIC to 
DIRNSA stating thatl teflected the possible ahootd.own of\the BEGGAR 
SHADOW over the Sea of Japan at approxi"1ately 0447Z.78 The orig.inal ClU'l'IC was 
addressed only to NSA. lt. overrode all other materiiH in the Critical Intelligence 
Communications Network. (CR,ITICOMM}. hrirnediately ui.on its arriv•l at NSA it was 
retransmitted to the White House and to a number or other high~level Washington 
addressees. In addition, after the originator issued the CRITIC, the $ame \text was 
addressed in a Lateral CRITIC to a si)ecial worldwidedistributio~.111 

' \ 

This Lateral CRITIC was addresled to a Hotel Six/Zutu•distributiOn. trSN-39, 
Kamiseya, was included as an addressee in.this distribtitjon and r.,ceived the CRl'TIC via 
OPSCOMM at 06582. This was the first indication USN-3~ had of~ possible shoot.down. 
Kamiseya quickly passed the item to VQ-1 which h8.d just. minute·" before $enfout its 
FLASH message requesting informatiGn on reft~ctions ot•the mi~ion. Fifty~seven 
minutes elapsed between the shoot.down (0447Z) aruhhe CRITIC issuance (0544Z).\ (This 
time gap became a controversial point in the days ahead. NSA played..-. maj~r· r91e in 
:°~.~~~ense of the intelligence community. spedfieally irldefending the actions 

'~pected a,rrival time ot the EC-121 at Osan (0630Z) earne. and ·pa.sB4MI, U.S. 
officials became eonvineed ~11,t the plane was lost. Within the hour, rttpDril! of a, r.iio 
broadcast from Pyongyang further .substantiated these fears. The. Foreign l;lroadc.ast 
Information Service (FBIS) reported fhat ~t 0655Z a North Korean langua.e hr·oadcast 
from the Pyongyang Domestic Service announced the shootdown ora U.S:-rea:n~naisaance 
plane at 0450Z when it "intruded" into Korean alrspaCfJ.80 Shortly after, at 0800Z,-.the 
FBIS monitored a North Korean Central News Agency repart.-.i11 English. The •h<~tdoWJ\ 
was further described as a "brilliant achievement" by the North ·K~rean Air F'oree. in 
downing "with one stroke at a high altitude" a reconnaissance piane .()f t.he ".".UJS\ 
imperialist aggressor troops." Any retaliation, it was further announced, w0uld ~ rri:~~ 
with "hundredfold revenge. "8l · ·:';\ 
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BEARCB AND RESCUE OPERATIONS 

Althoup the 314th Air D~wisionsera~bled fighters within 17 minutes at\er r~leeiving 
an alert rroni lno unit iniLiated search and rescue operations for over an hour after 
the shootdown.n This did not occur until VQ-1, the operating unit or the EC-121, learned 
orthe probable shootdown from the Lateral CRITIC received at USN-39 at 0601Z. Within 
10 minutes, VQ-1 contacted the Fifth Air Foree Combat Operations Center at Fuchu and 
requested the initiation of search and rescue operations.e.s By 0644.z, the Fifth Aiir Force 
informed VQ-1 that an HC-130 was airborne from Tachikawa Air Bue, outside ol'Tokyo, 
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with F-106 f"~ters scrambled from So.uth Korea to serve as a CAP. By the time the HC-
130 reached the shootdown area several hours later, daylight was coming to an end. An 
initial report from the HC-13Q of smolle flares and multiple survival beacons provided 
some early hope that there we"9 survivors. Shortly thereafter, however, &ht~ first report 
was deemed erroneous. The smoke flares w•.re dropped by rescue aircraft. and. the beacons 
were found to be onboard the ,rescue aircr~ft.84 Vice Admiral William F. Bringle, 
Commander or the SeveQt, on board the USS 011/ahoma off South Vietnam when 
informed by VQ-1 of the CRITIC, directed the vessels Dale and Tuclrer, located at 
Sasebo, Japan, to proce tot e area of the shoot.down. They departed &sebo about 
1300Z. . 

An interesting aspect of the search and rescue operation& was the partiCij?BtiOn of the 
Soviet Union. At the time of the shootdown, a Soviet'Ugra submarine tender (#945) with 
two Foxtrot-class submarines were in the immediate a.,,a. Later, three Soviet destroyers 
moved into the area as well. With the Soviet vessels so Close, Washington ap1>ealed to the 
Soviet government to help locate any survivors. U.S. A:'Ctlbassador James .0. Beam, in 
Moscow I asked the head or the USA section or the Soviet .Foreign Ministry. Georgi M. 
Kornienko for aid. Kornienko stated he had no knowledge oft.he incident or of the missing 
aircraft. but would inform his government of the American r~uest.86 In Washington, 
Secretary of State William P. Rogers called Soviet ambassador Anatoly F. Dt>brynjn into 
his office shorUy after noon to discuss the shootdown. Rogers s~t.ed that the American 
plane had not violated North Korean airspace and t.hat the United. States was unsure at 
this point if there were any survivors. Rogers then repeated the U~. request expressed 
earlier in MolCOw that the Soviet ships in the shootdown area assist in the rescue of 
possible survivors." In line with this desire for Soviet aid, the Joi~t Chilefs of Staff 
directed U.S. forces operating in the Sea of Japan not to interfere with rescue attempts by 
other sh,s, resardless of nationality. A.lso, the FUl:h Air Force ordereCI not to 
issue an _ t>Il Soviet aircraft. in the vicinity or seUcliina'" rescue 
operations. · ·· ·· ... ·· ..... 

The first hard evidence of the shootdown was the.spotting of debris by a Navy P-3 
rescue plane on the morning or 16 April at 41-14N/131-50E, t~o nm northeast or the 
reported shoot.down location. This debris consisted of uninflated lite ·rafts and paper and 
dye markers. The Soviet role in the search operations began later that day w~n the 
rescue aircraft made contact with two Soviet ships in the shootdown area. Th1ese were th& . . 
Soviet destroyers DD429 and DD580. That afternoon, aided by the American rescue OGA 
aircraft personnel who dropped identifying smoke bombs, the destroyers began to pick up 
debris Crom the aircraft. To further aid in the joint eff'ort, the United Statea launched an 
HC-130 f'rom Osan with a Russian-speaking crew member on board. Radio 4:0ntact with 
one Soviet ship CDD580) revealed that pieces of the plane had been picked up, but that 
there was no sign of any survivors. The Soviets granted permission for an Am1erican plane 
to ny low over the ship to photograph the debris. A URC-10 survival racliio was also 
dropped to Soviet ships in order to establish communications. In the early evening two 
U.S. ships arrived in the area, the destroyer Henry W. Tu.tier and the missile frigate USS 
Dale.fl'I 

There were no survivors. On the following morning, 17 April, the waters of the Sea of 
Japan yielded two bodies rrom the ill-fated mission. The victims were identified as 
Lieutenant (j.g.} Joseph R. Ribar and ATl Richard E. Sweeney. They were tht1 only bodies 
recovered or the 31 men on board and were found about 17 nm north or the general 
shootdown area. Winds and currents continued to cause the northward drift 4Jf the debris 
throughout the day to the vicinity of the North Korean and Soviet coasts. Soviet aid. was 
again requested - to pick up any bodies or debris within 20 nm of the coastlines. 18 The 
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search operation continued throughout the day with the two destroyers, one HC-130, one 
P-3, and four F-106son CAP by the Fifth Air Force. 

On 18 April, the Tucker rendezvoused with the Soviet destroyer Vodo.Hnovenny 
(00429) to receive debria recovered by the Soviet ship during the search. Included in the 
transfer was the radio dropped to the Soviet ship by the USAF rescue aircraft, a :!()..man 
life boat, three leather jackets. a parachute, two exposure suits, and some aircraft parts. 
The Tuell.er then proceeded to Sasebo, Japan, with the bodies of the two crewmen r~:overed 
and over 500 pounds of debris.• 

The Joint Chiefs or Staff officially terminated the search and rescue operations at 
2036Z on 19 April. No North Korean ships were sighted during the seareh and rescue 
exercise and no classified material wa& in the ex.change of debris from the Soviet destroyer 
DD429 to the USS Tucker. However, a few pieces or claesified material were reeoV1ered by 
the Dale and Tuc/rer. These included a piece or the bulkhead eontainin the crew's 

· · n I 
pages o a eomputer pnntout severa papa o and•.vrltten ·. 

""'o~pe"!"r"!"a""l"!!"r!"ls~notes found in the personal eft'ects of Richard Sweene .• Amon the classified \ 

.OGA 

. 4. ( c) 

material considered lost or com romieed wer ]\ 
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From e wrec age recovered from the Sea of Japan a joint U.S. Navy-Air Force 
investigative team concluded that the EC-121 sustained major structural damage fr'Om the 
detonation or a fragmenting warhead of one (or possibly two) air-to-air miesiles. It was 
probably or the infrared, heat-seeking (ATOLL) type - an exact copy of the U.S. 
Sidewinder Missile.112 

NSA REACTION 

Asl ldespere.tely tried to assess the fate of the EC· 121 mission on t.hat April 
afternoon, a small number of employees at the National Security Agency headquarters 
reported in on their midnight shift. One group reported to the Current Sigint Ope:ratiollll ·:·p. L. 

8 6
_ 

Center (CSOC), established in 1967 as a mechanism for Si "nt surveillanceandntporii.ng 
on A group targets - !be senior .·. 
Operations Officer w ASU: routine uesday m9'J4ll'ig ~ir..amu._ 
ended with a call tro akata, reporting that it was ac · as a relay r~ · 
which had l. m. 

was a s0 trying ~ eel e 
"---;-~-.--,-""T--::~=i.,....~,,---po~s""",....,.,.·e!!"'. """sPoo~~w'""'!'!'n--o"'. -""· ~ plarle. While· unable to 

h 1 th ecommended imllltldiate is8uance of the CRITIC by 
This CRlTIC w . iv by OPSCOMM ·at. CSOC at 0550'.Z (0050...e:n.... 

.... m_m_edia..,.-te-ly upon reeeipt of,the CRITIC CSOC per11onnr:J began to' gather and ~lotL__j 
tracking datai. They ~uestld tha nd all .of its tracking data t.Q.headquarters 
and that it be buormedofa '· o ow-upactwns. ' ./> 

Another NSA unit invdlve .mt e eaz:ly morning crisis was the Command Center. 
Essentially a 24~taour •atcb'-typt! eleme~t tor ~&Product.ion Organization, it had been in 
existence since 196.3. J\ppliOximately Z6 ~rwrls. including representatives from A., B. G, 
and r organization• w~rtfi o~ dut~; witnJ I•• the Senior 0pe1·ation• 

' ,· ' 

.~;·::::>··
... ,\.t';g:;'·;. 
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Ofticer." ;r:•illi f mix j11orninu•"'Y· rnnnf ... (.b0~10 .~~of • 
CRITIC fr~ l~ized the development or another crii;is ·situation and 
called Mlijorneral John E. Morrison, Jr., the Assistant Director for-Production (ADP). 
Morrison was summoned to assume personal direction of the situatiOn. He etrived at t.he 
Command Cent.er shortly after 0200 hours. On Morrison's advice calls wen~ aJ&o made to 
Lieutenant General Marshall S. Cart.er, the Direct.or, NSA~ and Loui• W. Tordella, the 
Deputy Director.115 Morrison also advised calling inlc fChieC, Bl, who wa• 
responsible for the North Korean problem. ./ · ... · .- •. 

The Command Center notified the B Watch Office or Morrison'.& requ-est. Unlike th~ 
large A Group CSOC operation, the B watch was small and had .no rep0rting capability; 
The watch quickly began to call in key B Grou rsonnel howev~, including John. 
Apollony: 805, a~d Carl A. M. iHer and of Bl~·~ as v~elt •sl ' 
Meanwhile, Morrison called Eugene Shec o Kl 7, the _. 
organization. for answers relating to this Navy flight. ..... · 

By 0300 hours~ Sheck had joined Morrison in the Command C1mter. At. first OGA 
they aBSumed a maximum flipt crew or 15 persons. However, Sheck infor11ned Morrison 
that this figure could very well be doubled. The number or per&onnel on these nights, he 
said, was sometimes doubled for training purposes or t.o provid.e liberty for the extra men. 
Morrison appeared uneasy. Thirty men could be lost on tQis mission." &!sides dealing 
with an incident involving an overloaded aircraft Morrison had m.Qor doubts concerning 
the plane being in that area in the first place. Despite t~e BEGGAR SHADOW appellation, 
the flight was strictly a Navy direct.--support flight wh1ch Morrison saw as "in there 
working for information that we didn't feel was needed, .. and for which other safer sources 
existed. 17 i 

Morrison, accompanied by Sheck, Miller .rl·and ApoUony, spent rnuch of these 
early morning hours moving to the vari~A elements trying ti[) coordinate 
information. From the Command Center, the group went to BU IB~ I 

rl.and to the AB csoc.----iorganizations. Angered by the long walks rrom one 
"8riito •nother, Morrison l~~ed the scene: ; .. ·· 

\, \ ; ,-' ,' 

The need tor a certtralized current operations and cri1is~managementicenter - the concept 
of a single focal point for current Sigint. operations - had' surfaced .fo NSA's experiences 
during numerous cri9es in the 1960s: Cu~a (1962), Cyprus (1964), the Middle East (1967), 
Korea/Publo {1968), and Czechoslovakia {1968). TniS,' latest crisis provided another 
compelling reason for eatal)lishing a national crisis ce~~r. It. ~ame a me,ii>r priority for 
NSA officials in the monthB·.ahead. The e9tablishment of a "National Sigint Operations 
Center" (NSOC), diligently ·pursued by l\lorrisoni '1as gi~en its final push by his 
frustration in dealing with the shootdown of the EC-12f. i 

Monison's entourage reached the CSOC area abeut 0330 hours, or 0830~~. almost four 
hours aft.er the shootdown. By thls time. ~pe. ncef ;bad.·C:~mpile:rol !tracking 
information and was ready to issue a NSA F~low-(i;p to.-th. CRITIC. Morrison, 
JulBm~wanted a coordinated A Grou~ Groµp ...,-por~; il)Cludirqr viet, KORCOM, and 

rack" data. He held up the r8port ~waWJ;Ji,B Group analysts to deal with the 
Korean q~ing information.>, This/ actlvit.,y~I .. ...,..'"""'! _________ _ 

e CSOCarea.,Jasted until s~Qi'.tl,r«fter 0500 hours.• .... ' '' ',' ,, 

··· .... :-;.f··'t 
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As offlcials at NSA attempted to sort out the crisis in the early hours of that April 
morning, action continued in the Far East. At 0625Z,I !issued a SPOT Report 
declaring a Sigint Readiness ALF A at that site based on the pouible ahoot.dc11wn.100 The 
issuance of this SPOT report101 was a formal acknowledgment of the critical situation. The 
Sigint Readiness ALF A was a standby situation designed to keep concerned ele1rnents alert 
during indefinite periods or tension. Certain changes in intercept, proeeisaing, and 
reporting techniques were required. USN-39 and USN-39P, a Navy Sigint detachment 
located atl · lalso declared Siaint Readiness ALF A. The 
latter based its alert on possible Soviet reaction to the shoot.down - specifically, Soviet 
reconnaissance flight activity over the Sea of Japan.1

mi 

At the same timB (Chief BU05, who had bee .. n. called into the B Wat.ch 
Oftice. ,ntacted the l ~hen informed of the Al3 A declaration by 

I Initial:~·;j:esti.· o. ~in. g t·h·e· A. L. FA as···P.!·· .·. r··. ha. ps. . ·.bei .. 'ng a bit "pre.. ma.. .t·· ure. ·.· •. "[---ias····ked .. whether any( ___ !wammp had been send . 11 . . . . .. . . . luUiiiil)'Bf.at ,h , .. 
I !relay ·information on the three. advisory warnings and ~1 at Fucbu. P · L · 

8 6
-

3 6 

but surmised that it was most likely that the · ived theL_ I 
I informedt=:}~ the deck and thus was below . / .. . . radar cover e. He all!ro J .. 

Thia commumcation took place at 0'715Z, two and a half-hour& after the ahootdown. Before 
tru.al lconverilation ended, Morrison and Apollony, who were stilll in the B .· 
Watch Office, agreed to th~ IALFA. By this time, the additional inforniation from 
the North Korean press release had come in. Morrison agreed, in response to a query from 
General Charles H. Boneateel III Commander of U.S. and UN Fotces in K.orea). that 

----------------------=:=lThir 
information was to be pas&ed to James R. Harris, the senior oft"'icial =1With 
key Washington officials now aware of the incident through th CRITI~C. Pru!uri! 
was on the Annex to provide more information on. the s oo own. The I I 
I !in the Pentagon, for example, in constant touch with the 
Command Center •nd CSOC, requested additional information. 1°' Evit!ence was 
mounting that the plane.had indeed been a victim of North Korean aggression .. With the 
plane long overdue at Osan, the North Korean English-language press rele~se or the 
&hoot.down made it highly unlikely that the plane .had '1lit the deck• and escaped the 
attack. At 0935Z, General Carter established Sigint Reac:lineu BRAVO HANG'~ for NSA 
and all addreBSees bec.ause or the "possible shoot.down.• This action upgraded the 
previously declared ALFAI land USN --:39P and called for immediate rt!porting by 
the field stations as information became available.1111 The BRA.VO alert, usuall;, called for 
by NSA headquarters, required maximum response and a high degree of wat.chfulneBS for 

further developments in.. .a serious situation. Although:• s:v:~;:as s:~Dl~ by 8 
Group, the meaaase drafted by Apollony of BOIS and I _ _ ___ ---~.~hie!, 
AS, encouraged the maintenance of the. lower ALF A a ert or up 11mt sit.es.1111 

Based on the fact that the Soviets had exhibited no hostile tendencies, ALFA status was 
established for USA-·30 (Wakkanai, Japan), USN-39, and USA-38. 

With the establishment of the BRA VO HANGAR alert, the shoot.down now attained a 
"crisis• status that bed not been possible from field site reports. The first of many BRA vo 
HANGAR reports came at 12S4Z.107 This was the combined A and B Group efl'ort that 
Morrison had insiated u:n in the CSOC area earlier that morning. . Tnis report 
emphasized thef ~ _ ..,. ::J0436-
0604Z period. 1t sliC)Wid KOacOM tlifiter aircraft tfOm Hoemun mten:epting the 
mission aircraft and reflected them returning to base. 'lbe unusual appearunce of the 
Fishbed MIG-218 Wll8 alao noted. In addition, the report listed the advisory wBJminga aent 
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out byl I and the Radio Pyongyang announcement of the shoot.down. Although 
Soviet air and sea activity in the area of the shootdown was also noted, the report 
concluded that there was no direct evidence of Soviet involvement in the shootdnwn.11• 

The most controversial part of the report was one line which stated th~~osest 
approach made by the mission night to the North Korean coast was jwi.th 

coordjna\eO ·-:;; 111:11;:• ~that tbe latter . . .. ~ .... I jwhich pla the aircraft onl~ }>tr the Korean coast. 1• A c:hanp 
to this report was soon sent by NSA correc mg e seco coordinate tol I 

In midmorning of the shootdown day.I I Executive Assistant to the 

OGA 

Director, received a call from the Central Intelligence Agency informing him that Richard 
M. Helms, Director of CIA, had instructed the Sigint Committee (which included NSA) to P · L · 8 6- 3 6 
immediately look into the shootdown, including the requirements for the flight, tasking, 
personnel, and the clauif'ied materials on board. Helms wanted a preliminary o 
the end of the following day (16 April) and a "complete" report within a week. 
immediately requested that field sites send all pertinent information to N A 
headquarters,\ 

Despite unoft"'icial reports that the North Koreans had shot down the plane apparently 
well beyond their declared air and water space of 12 miles, the Nixon administiration 
decided to take a low-key approach to the crisis. House Minority Leader, Gerald R. Fqrd, 
explained that more than the 11fragmentary info" then available was needed for a full 
evaluation. The Pentagon press release included the fact that the plane wall ftying a. track 
that kept it at least 50 miles from the North Korean coast. In contrast, during the E11tgliah
language statement issued from Pyongyang, the North Koreans accused the United :States 
of a deep intrusion into their territorial air. In order to avoid the controversy tlult had 
arisen over the location of the Pueblo during the previous year, the Nixon administration 
wanted a careful reconstruction of the incident to refute the North Korean claims. 

Accordingly, during the early hours of 15 April, A and B Group personnel at; NSA 
carefully plotted the tracking information! ·· I 

I pf the EC-121 and the reacting MIG fighters. The Joint Chiefs of Stan', the Defense 
Department, and the U.S. delegation to the United Nations all preued NSA durb:ig the 
following days to analyze this information and provide proof that would definitely refute 
the claims of the North Korean government. To provide this information, NSA Bllalysts 
conducted detailed studies to determine the closest approach that the EC-121 made to the 
North Korean coast and its exact location when it was shot down. 

The first offlcial NSA statement on the proximity of the aircraft to the North K:orean 
landmass was the on which contained the nfi sin · m lete coo • tea. I 

report cone t e c osest approa , as termm ~ 
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time, wasr-lanct occurred at 0423Z-.112 The hmgthy Recon Reaction :Report, also 

FM~.~ anddt:::~~:·_::A ·1,mnwnedvefyde:.i.Jedl I 

88 tow· 00 so concluded that the mission airer rom 
North Korean rn ry . . . ?U, Soviet t.erritof')"•hen initially reflected as merged 
with the MIG aircraft at0444 .. ·. 1-23N, l31•36~).ua Tber---lfigure also appeared in 
the second BRAVO HANGAR Report, issued a few hours~which al•c1 placed the 
shoot.down at approximat.ely 90 t.1m from the North Korean coast at 4l~lON,.~3l-40E.114 

In the eft"ort to provide the most eomplet.e and accurate. data on the tracl,.1ng . 
information, NSA omcials looked t.o other sources to comirm their findin . On 16 AorlI~ ·· 
811 requested.I Ito forW&rd all trac · information I 
between0200-0630Z on 15 April NSA used this 
infonnat.ion to~ a Change #1··.to mtA.vo HANGAR Report #2. This n.e·· ~··· . l ~· .·· fmclicated that the plane may have approached as close as . tO 
the Korean landrss between 0304-0309Z. The report, .h·· OW8V81', noted that during e 
same time period_ reflected the aircraft 80..,,90 nm from the North Korean 
coast.111 

Another item reporting a possibtel .,.PJ>roach by the aircraft callSEid additional 
consternation at the White House Situation Room because of its terminology. Issued by 
JSPC, it used the t.erm& .. tenuous evidence" and "questionable• reflections t;o report the 
location./ J 
Whit.e House o&lcials wanted to know the reason for the use of these terms. NSA 
responded by stating that the track.inp did not always reveal the true flight path of an 
aireraft. u" 

NSA's role in providing a.ccurat.e tracking information wu further enhanced following 
a Whit.e House meeting of representatives of the Department of State, Department of 
Delell8e, the CIA, and Joint Chiefs or Staff'. Unsure of the accuracy or the tracking data 
and. the probability or error in calculating it, the Joint Chiefs tasked NSA with describing 
the exact mamter in which it calculated the aircraft's positions at all tirnea and the 
possible mar,gins of' error in these calculations.111 This material was requested. by 18 April. 
On that day President Nixon was to hold a press conference. 

The uestion or the closest approach or the u .s. aircranl 
was also of nudor concern to the U.S. delegation to the United Nations. The 

ministration wanted to go before the Security Council on this ineildent, and it 
wanted to be very sure about the position of the EC-121 and any poSBible ineo11•istenciea in 
its location. 111 

The NSA response to these position and tracking questions was the issuance of BRA VO 

~ l!clllld t:z early on 18 April. Tb"' .... reported. th.,! ltrack.·ing byl I _ Jradars during two critical portions of the mission -finilt during the 
c oseet a,pproach of the aircraft to the North .Korean landmass - and sec0n1i during the 
KORCOM reaction and &hoot.down period. 
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N a response was vital in providing e Nixon administration proo that t e U.S. 
reconnaissance plane was over international waters when attacked. 'EO 1 • 4 . ( c) 

P.L. 86-36 

THI!: INTBLUGl!:NCE COMMUNITY ON THE DEFENSIVE 

In the days following the shoot.down, other aegments of the intellill8ftC8 community. 
namely DIA and JCS, also called upon NSA m help provide detailed answers reprdingthe 
shoot.down. Facing Consressional hearinp, these agencies.expected hostile questions 
relating m whether the intelligence stake was worth the risk to U.S. ships, planes, and 
men. The Wahington P01t of 17 April reflected this feeling, ending its edimrial. with a 
reference to these peripheral nights as "arm's length electronic spying" thnt was 
unconventional and dangerous.1

• Senator J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, Chairman of 
the Foreign Relations Committee, stated that there was no type of information that he 
could conceive of that warranted the risk& being taken. "That," said the New Yori Time1, 
"waa one of two immediate questions raised by the downing of the plane. The other dealt 
with the need tor better protection, assuming the flights were deemed necessary. "111 

Reacting m such questioDB, DIA, which appeared m be unprepared to deal with them 
on its own, turned m NSA on 17 April to help provide detailed answers for General .JOBeph 
F. Carroll, DIA Director, who expected m te1tify before the Special House Subcom.mittee 
hearings on the Pablo and EC-12.1 incidents on the following day. Carroll antic:ipated 
hard questions dealing speci(u:ally with the intelligence value of the peripheral fli1rht.s ofl' 
tht( 1coasts. He wanted m know what unique informatilon the 
fligllts collected and what wouf be the intelligence loss if' they were terminated. Carroll's 
request also asked for specif"ic examples of collection successes in that area and 1ipecific 
examples of what intelligence the EC-121 collected. General Carroll wanted thi1 
information by 0700 hours on the following day.114 In its response NSA officials 
emphasized. the need for airborne cove in ri heral 
areas 

._ ____ While upholding the general need for reconnaissance flights, NSA ofllciala 
mokahanh view of the Navy VQ-1 flights. They described the Com.int "take" of the VQ-1 
millions aa primarily tactieal in nature and proc888ed at USN-39. us 

On 18 April, NSA received a similar request from the Joint Chief& of Ste.ft. Thia 
request suggested that NSA and DIA collaborate in the preparation of a briefing back-up 
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book for the Chairman ot the Joint Chief's ot St.aft', General Barie G. Wheeler. Wheeler 
also ex:pectecl to testify be.fore the House Armed Services Subcommittee, and like Carroll, 
expected hostile queatlons. The JCS put forth three specific concerns: (1) the need for the 
number of Bights currently taking place in the ahootdown. area (in anticipation ot 1:riticillm 
that no protection was provided)~ (2) the I ]tor the 
flights; and (3) the value and use of intelligence Of previoua flights over the 18.Dle area.111 

NSA quickly provided reaponses to the first and third items. While upholding the value or 
the airborne collectors, the response clearly differentiated between the Air F~ ACRP 
platforms as compared to the Navy fleet support collectors, a point that had bMn only 
hinted at in the response to General Carroll. In a short memorandum that acco·mpanied 
the NSA reaponse, Morrison emphasized this point, stating that, from NSA's viewpoint, 
the superiority of the USAF platforms as Comint collect.ors was a 'me consideration in 
deter · · the overall effectiveness of the m. ==i .. 

.__~--'11...-_______________ _.Morriaonstated that lbued oil . 
information available, Comint collection by the VQ-1 (BC-121) miBBions was 1ninimal 
compared with other collector& and generally duplicated by other sources. Morrbion went 
on to cite the value of the VQ-1 flights for Elint collection of North Korean radar systems 
in the eastern half ot the country. However, he emphasized that the Comint collection on 
the flight& was primarily for advisory warning purposes. Overall. Morrison vigorously 
defended the need for the ACRP platforms, but was reticent in regards to the Navy VQ-1 
flights. If there had to be cutbacks in the number of reconnaissance flights, Morriaon 
preferred it t.o be in the Navy program. m 

Morriaon'• doW11(11'8dlng of the value of the VQ-1 flights raised a ma.jor controversy 
with DIA officials. NSA and DIA disagreed over the value of the Navy flights at a Sunday, 
ZO April meeting ot representatives of the two agencies (which inclocled Morri10n). 
Morriaon noted in a memorandum the following day that NSA felt free to ex1naa ita 
viewpoint unilaterally to the Joint StatT. This caused a strong reaction fr.om Ute 
"Command Section" ot DIA. especially rroml I 
eZ'pr&Ssed t.o Morrison his strong disapproval of the NSA action in a phone convanation Oil 
21 April. I Jbelieved that NSA was providing information over and a.,b>ve that 
requested.. Momson countered by stating that NSA wanted to stress the importance ot 
retaining the Air Force ACRP fleet in case the JCS waa confronted with a qtLery (by 
Congresa or otherwiae) regarding the impact of reducing airborne collection operations. 
When Morrison argued LJ from the VQl flights to NSA had been minimal for the 
past year and a half, questioned how NSA could fairly evaluat.e VQ-1 
collection. 1• 

Following this exchange, Morrison ordered K Group (with input from A, B, G, and P2) 
to prepare a study on the value of VQ-1 and VQ-2 reconnaissance activities covering the 
past two years. Morrison Ir.new that senior analysts and reporters in A Group and B Group 
had previously aseessed the VQ-1 intelligence as of minimal value. It wu, acconlins to 
them, duplicative of intelligence obtained from ground sites and other airbc)~ collection. 
However, Morrison admitted that part of the problem could be the failure of the Navy to 
paas adequate information t.o NSA. He had recently been made privj to aeveral e•:scellent 
"'Electronic Warf'are" reports issued by VQ-1 on four EC-1,lmiuiona made before the 
shootdown. Morrison wished t.o have these report& ezamined closely for unique 
intelliaence. 119 

A further studY. b B Grou u Id the ori • 1 use11ment of the value of the VQ.1 
Bights as minimal According to the new study. 
during the past two years only tapes containing KORCOM air activity had been 
forwarded by VQ-1. The tapes, o only fair to poor quality. yielded unique information in 
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only one instance (and this was not used to produce intelli . None had been pused to 
USM-81 (Yong-Dong Po) in two years. However, a small amount of 
nonduplicative material was puaed. on the naval au pro ems ut nolle contributed 
to product reporting.uo A 8 Group message to NSAPAC on 23 April put.it more ll1luntly, 
"There would be no Comint loss if the current level or VQ-1 flight acheduling was reduced 
to sero!•w . . 11£o 1 . 4 . ( c) 
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DEFENDING TBB BIGINT USPONBBDME,_l ___ __. 

In addition to providing detailed tracking information on theahoot:down~and arguing 
the value or the reconnaissance program with other parts or theinteWpnce. eominunity, 
NSA also played a nutjor role in deCending the Sigint responaeJ i / • .. ·.• ]to the 
shootdown emergency. 

General Wheeler called upon NSA to help explain the reaaon tor the tUne delay in 
notifying Washingt.on or the shoot.down. The Wahington Poat Oll 17 April raised this 
"time delay"' by questioning the .. intolerable communications asp• that last+i nearly an 
hour. The newapaper compared the delay with the mad.mum 30-minute -.ming the 
United States expected to have in a missile at.tack.1a1 Wheeleralso asked NSA to provide 
convincing evidence that the president could be.contacted quickly in emerpnej lituationa. 

To deal with these time-delay questions, 805 developed a cbronolOIY •of eveuta. It 
asked overseas sites to provide a detailed .chronolou or actions taken pertinent to the 
sbootdown - calls made. OPSCOMM ezdianges, tip-off's i9aued, and the. gista or tiaxta. m 
Thia was being done, 805 emphasized, not to assign blam.tt Cor any lapses but to 11id the 
Sigint community in better performing its role in the rutui'e.tae · · · 

Following the responses, NSA produced a"6-page composite chronol0&10C the event. 
The period or time covered in the chronology was from the departure ortbe EC-121 from 
Atsup Naval Air Station at 14 April 2159Z until f6 April 1730Z 1969 .• ·. The most 
important relerences Wl8d to _,mpiJe the chronoJou were the NSA-proclue$d Pinal Recon 
Reaction Report (15-2344Zl and Supplements, NSA Sigint Readinesa BRA VO H.~NGAR 
Report Seven (I nologies or USN'-39 (Kam.iseya). USA..S8 CH11.kata), 
USF-790 CJSPC) 

It was t ~layed the l1lOlt critical role during the shootd.own 
period wi its . . • g or KORCOM radar, itl advisory warning role, and its e\lentual 
issuance of a CRITIC. ThereCore, the cleCense of the Sigint community by NBA 'tl'a& largely 
a derense or the.actions carried out b~ Ion that April afternoon. 

The NSA report stressed the Sigint statit,m'a first responsibility aa Us. advisory 
warning role - to issue warning& or hostile intent that enabled the mission~ 1t.o take 
evasive action in time. Based on the enemy/tracking informatj.on0 NBA coneludEd that 
I lhadsentthewarningaassoon ·11 Theini ·· tectlonotthel-i 
fighter track occurred at 0438Z, and . ronowiCl"tWO 
minutes later. aft.er the validit ·eo rm , a ~· 0440Z •.• when the 
fighters were determined to. be ·~ .· .11 nm oi the aircraft • sent• the firat 
I J A SPOT r.eport of the fighter reaction was• at 0445. Zand a 
aecoDdl liit0448Z . · 

While uaminingthel l role, NBA of'f'icials initially had to deal with some 
incorrect information passed by CINCPAC in a 16 April mel88p. CINCPAC ~rted that 
the BC-121 ftight had actually acknowledged the advisory waminp ilaued byr----i 
This information was relayed by DIRNSA and used in early reporting to the Whitel~ 
NSA queried the Fifth Air Force about the source or the information. NSA ofTiciala 
believed that Navy aircraft were not equipped with thel I equipment and were 
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prohibited i'rom acknowl~1 ~~ta. NSA ofl"icials later leanied that 
Ille ....,_lodgment "'8'"',,,,...,.;.~"1 ~;;;r ~at Fuehu pric< "'bhi 
broadcaating t. he!l'l tO the aircraft by the fon.Jl&.t'. 11111 Unfortunately, the 
"misinformation'" waa reported tO the. Pres1 en s ntelligence Board. ae well aa tO 
President Nixon himseli'. Asked for .h· is opinion on the ca-. of·. this mi&taks. .. ..... .. . I 

llEsecutive Ataistant tO the Direetor, NSA, replied that he knew of no u: cause 
~rror. However, he cited the lack of a centralized authorit, for Elint collection aa a 

major pa.rt of the problem. The President's Board had expre8'ed this very n9'1Cl for a 
centralized. and definitive Elint authority several years bef'ore when it examined NSCIQ 

I (performed its duties.well in accordance with the di:rective. No. 6. lllll Oesp .. ite. this weakn·.. e.·ss NSA belie. ved. that the s:e ~ ~lly 
Ac:cording to the NSA repo~.I leorreetly followed a p . urea, paning the 
warninp to the broadcast atatiOtt at F~hu, which WfUI not under NSA control. At that 
point, the Sigi.nt role in thew~· s stem e1'1ded. 

NSA officials also exami le in Ul8.ldng Sigint ird'ormatjon available to 
operational commanders who coul use it to initiate actions, such as tb.e · actalllibling of 
righten. NSA oftieials emphasized in their report that during the critlc&l ahootdown 
period (0438 to 0546Z> I lreport.ed that information was forwarded in real··time to / ••. 
the Fifth AOVON via KY-3 secure voice circuit.a and to the 314th Air Division Warniftg-,. 
Center via OPSC<>MM to permit operational actions to be taken by the .. ,coti)nl&ruten 
concerned. In addition, the station also reported that tapes~ .. ~reiiOrt.swere sent by 
OPSCOMM to USA·58 for relay to the Fifth Air Force. 131 . .. ~le t1i ? fch11onology 
included the OPSCOMM ezchanps with the 314th Air Division. includin1several tip-off's 

of KORCO.· M ftahten being reflected by Nor. th .. K .. orean rad.a.· r .. •·. DO enct lopo 
Q were kept by eithe~. the.· Fifth AQVON.

1111
.. However, Colonel 

Chief, JSPC, declareCruiinliere appeat'8d to have been no failure on tliij, 
system to prope~rational forces in this incident. 111 

NSA also investiptect.___J8auance of a CRITIC in the &hoot.down. Several days 
aft.er the incident, the National Military Command Center CNMCC) in the Pentagon asked 
NSA if the time lapee between the apparent tiJ:ne ohhoot.down (0447Z) and the tim.e of the 
initial CRITIC (0&44Z), nearly an hour, was considered normal. JAO Morrison a11Ci Carl 
Miller, the Qeput, Chief of Bll, gave the National Military Command Cenl:er and 
Seeretary of Defense Melvin R. Lldnl and his deputy, David Packard, a briefinl· on the 
aubject. Miller, in the ruat part of the brief'lJll, stressed NSA"a belief that the Soviet 
tracking wu more reliable than the North Korean. Morrison then described the c:hain oC 
event.a aC IHe emphasized the time that the field site had spent in analysing 
the available information, cheeking with other stations, and determining wbethell' or not 
the plane bad entered the Japanese Air Defense Identification Zone (AQIZ). While 
expl•inin1 the reasons for the time delay between the shoot.down and the C:RITIC, 
.Morrison emphasized that he believed that the station had conducted it.self in a highly 
creditable manner. m 

NSA oflicials also saw the need to explain the CRITIC system to military comnumdera 
who apparently did not fully understand it.s purpose. The Fifth Air Force, for 8lmmple, 
eepecially questioned the timeline88 oCthe CRITIC issue. NSA responded that the 1:mmc 
was not a vehicle for providinc initial alerts to operational commanders. The IDRITIC 
report in question provided no substantive information that had. not been previoua.ly dealt 
with in SPOT report.a or conveyed mon rapidly by voice and OPSCOMM channels. From 
the standpoint of' the commands, NSA concluded., their initial concerm about the delivery 
time of the CRITIC were unfounded. The real purpose of the CRITIC was tO inform 
Wuhington level authorities of' estraordinary intelligence.18 
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Several days 1'ter; as Carter prepared for a peraonal appearance before a. cloaed 

selllri.on of the HoU&e Appl'!"priatio.ns Co.· .. inmit .. · • t· Mo:~n. ·:.· ·. =· :uJ~ .. ·:ng th49 role of .__...,..._ ... He tasked Kl with looking into the_ . ______ !that were issued 
,MM..liillillLlllLlllium~.u.·KWa.during the pa.st 90 ys. He a so . e et.ails on the one 
'-D;aiaarm;;;;rm;i~1 t waa recently iuued. Moniaon was especially concemed with 
• uree t could bi taken .by .reconnaissance fl~fhta to reduce the Ukeliboocl 
of KORCOM radar detection and intereeption. Were th,ae maneuvers intuitive actions of 
the individual pilot? Were they performed in the past to avoid continuin1 radar tracking? 
Morrison belie'lped that ih8 ans.wen to thele questions would. pro.·. vide mote evide•ace that 
the judgment oL Jwas impeccable in ita Issuance of a CRITIC.141 

B Group prepared ita response to Morrison. lt cited COMSEVENTHFLT Operation .···· 
Order 307 which called for planes to avoid provocative or hostile maneuvers and t.o "'tu,m ······ 
away from• Sino-Soviet or other unf'riendly territory. While al ·. .. .... bmer th,is .·· 
order did not require the aircraft to divert its course, al IC*ned. for itJ» take • / · · 
course "directly away from" the North Korean or Chinese coastline and prepare :for defenle 
aplnst h.oatile attaclut. Theae "preparations for defense" were not actually spel••~rout in 
the order. However, the B Group reaponae pointed out that·.in the case .. ofthe slow, 
cumbersome EC-121, it would seem loPcal that the pilot would el.i b;tJut the cLack and 
rely on low alt.it\lde and maximum available speed For protection. ,Untike the fast.er EA-
3Ba aaaiped toVQ-1, the EC-121s weft! not equipped with an !nb!mal DECM (Defensive 
Electronic Counter-Measures) s,..tem which could jam ene~y ·?adar .1"·· .. An observation of 

the evut~;,V~~:::liaa~ · .. / ~~ 
11 to U ights equipped with ~11'fiem. 

PACAF high-altitude 
phy miaion) in March via the Fuchu star'.Tti~o-::-n-. ~.'.'.""W"ft"'~up~ report concluded. that 

the belief' that the miaion mifrht have "dropped to the deck" was a valid hypothesis baaed 
on sound tactical concepta. ua 

Central to the entire CRITIC question wu how quickly the president wu infOJ:1Ded in 
an emergency situation. The JCS again asked NSA ofticiale to 11Upply convincing e·ridence 
that the president could. be contacted quickly. It was to include examples of 10 incident.a 
with a brief' narrative on each. in which NSA provided such information to the pnHrident. 
The request stated that Secretary of Defense Laird desired to make a statement tlltat "all 
national level ofiiciala receive information on these emergency situations wiU1in 10 
minut.. •Ht NSA reQOnded to this request by giving an account of the CRITIC reporting 
system. The system, as operated by NSA and the Service Cryptologic Agencies CSCA), 
required information meeting the CRITIC criteria to reach Washington customers 1:1.0 later 
than 10 minut. after such information was recognized u crit.ical. Recipient.a '"ere t.o 
~t for any CRITIC within two minutes. NSA list.eel 12 1988-69 incidents in]which 

n the -121 incident, the N A ofiic as reported at a RI · waa 
released two minute& after the shoot.down was determined to be probable (OIM2Z). It met 
CRITIC requirements lince it was receipted for by Wuhington customers within aeven 
min.utea oflta 0644Z releaae time.141 NSA's defense seemed to satisfy Ccmpeaa. The 
CoDp'918ional aubcommittee's final report or this incident concluded that the CRITIC wu 
received in the White Houae Situation Room at 0560Z, slli: minute& after being iallUed by 

I land one hour and three minutes after the estimated time of sbootdown. H4>wever, 
Congrea still wanted to know when the president had been notiil8d.141 He1nry A. 
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Kissinger, Aaaiatant to the President for National Security Afrairs, reported that he 
notified Nixon by phone at about 0400 hours (approximately four hours after the 
shootdown) that the fa.eta were being put together. Kissinger ap.in called the president at 
0700 hours to a.rranp a meeting with him in the Oval Ot1ice later that morning, with 
initial reports by the State and Defense Department& then available. 1110 · 

On 23 April, General Carter forwarded a copy or NSA's report to the JCS Chairman, 
General Wheeler. with the aaaeasment that "the aystem does work and works quite well.• 
This conduaiun by the NSA Director atn>~y· •. upported the belief put forth in the 
Morrison-Miller brieflng that! !performed commendably in aencling out 
warnings to the aircraft, informing the mil tary commands. and issuing a CRl'lrIC only 
after careful examination of all available data revealed that the plane was pn>be.bly a 
victim of hoetile actions. 

'1111: NUON ADllil!08TRA'ft0N'8 USPONSB TO '1111: BBOOTDOWN 

The ahootidown of the EC-121 was the first major foreign eriais faced by President 
Richard M. Nbon. He had repeatedly used the Pu.eblo incident in his fall election 
campaign to state the need for new leadership. He 1tre1aecl that there would be no 
"Pueblo" during his administration, no incident in which a •fourth-rate ... power would 
show total disrespect for the United States. While a Congrenional investigation into the 
prerioua year's Prutblo incident was continuina, the new Nbon administration wu forced 
to deal with the shootdown crisis. It dominated newspaper headlines for several days and 
remained a major newa story tor aeveral weeks.151 

The preu deacribed the Washington reaction to the EC·l21 incident as a "cautious" 
one. with Nbon maintainin1 a "deliberate calm ... 1.11 Secretary of State William P. Roprs 
reflected thia cautious response in his add.re• to newspaper editors on 16 April •llf'hen he 
said .. the weak can be rash; the powerf'ul must be more restrained. •1• Presidel:1t Nixon 
made no public statement on the 1hootdown until a press conference on 18 April. 

Using information provided by NSA, Nixon answered a number of question& about the 
ahootdown at his preaa cont'erence. He also revealed that he had ordered the resun1ption or 
reconnaissance flights and vowed to provide protection for the unarmed planes. .AJthough 
he did not announce it at the press cont'erence. the president also instructed the U.S. Navy 
to assemble a task £orce or aircraft. carriers, destroyers, and perhaps a battleship to 
rendezvoua south or the Sea of Jape.n.1114 In defending hia administration's actions and the 
reconnaiaaance fligb.t Nixon declared that in contrast to the Prutblo incident, there was no 
doubt aa to the plane's whereabout& before and during the ahootdown. Nixon said that the 
United States knew what the Soviet and North Korean radars reflected that day. He 
enhanced the account to include American radar aa showing the euct same thin1. Nixon 
said that this information totally refuted the North Korean claim that the EC-121 violated 
its airspace. Nixon's public statement concerning North Korean and Sovhlt radar · 
reflections cauaed a major reaction at NBA. The Deputy Director, Louis Tordella, was 
greatly concerned over the release of such senaitive information and its ble imJon 
future ' t I 8888.1111 

L----.------~··~ 
action __J 
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as posaible.117 Deapite Tordella's concern no drastic changes occurred as normal reporting 
of North Korean and Soviet radar reflections continued in the BR.A VO HANGAR reports. 

Prealdent Nb:on and Helll'J' Klaalapr faftftld 
11tron1 retallatorymeuure1 qalut Nortla Korea. 

In addition to asaemblin1 a ta.sk force and the call for the reaumption of 
reconnaissance nights, the Nixon administration also responded unfavorably to the North 
Korean request for another meeting of the Military Armistice Commillion meeting at 
Panmunjom. The United States simply delayed its reply; administration officials felt that 
another meeting would be a propap.nda vehicle for the North Koreans and that a walkout 
by its delegation would probably occur before an American respon.ee. The JCS adviJted the 
UN Command under General Bonesteel on 16 April to refrain from a reaponlft until 
further advice from Washington arrived.118 At that time the MAC meeting was one of 
several options being considered by Nixon and his adviaon. Another was t.o take the 
matter directly to the United Nations Security Council. Thia course, however, was looked 
upon as a probable cause of embarrassment to the Soviet Union which would most. likely 
have to come to the defense of its ally before this public forum.111 

After several days, Nixon administration ofiiciaJs made the decision to keep the 
channels or communication with North Korea open. U.S. omcials called for a 290th 
meeting of the Military Armistice Commission on the morning of 18 April. The opening 
North Korean statement, made by Major General Yi Choon-sun. the senior North Korean 
representative, made no mention of reconnaiBBanee flights but accused the UN Command 
of many ground violations along the DMZ. Maj'or General James B. Knapp, the senior U.S. 
member or the delep.tion, responded, aCCUBing the North Koreans of an •unpr<1voked 
attack" upon an aircraft that was making a routine reconnaimnce ftight similar tel• many 
ftown since 1950. Using the NSA intelligence information then available. Knapp stated 
that at no time did the aircraft penetrate or closely approach the 12-mile ail'llpace cllaimed 
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by North Korea. Attributing the necessity of these night.a to repeated acta and threat.a of 
agreaaion by the North Koreau, he further def'ended the right or these "legitimate 
reconnaissance operations" to. take place 88 long 88 they remained outside or t.erritorial 
water&. Knapp stated that the· North Koreans must. have, in some respect, shared this 
view since they found it ~sary to fabricate .an account of violated a.irspace. He 
concluded with the remark that this was not an isolated incident but only another in a long 
list ot violations of internationallaw.180 Following hie prepared address, General Knapp 
led a walkout or his delegation after the North Koreans refused to respond. As the 
Americana departed from t.he room, General Yi demanded to know what was the 
"beloncfnl" of the plane, a remark that raised much subsequent debate among U.S. and 
South Korean government oft"'tcials and political observers. 1111 No one ever fullly underatood 
the North Korean response. 

One option considered by Kiasinpr's White House staff 88 a responae to ~be shootd.own 
was to seize some North Korean ships at sea. A rumor arose that a. Korean.-owned ship 
under Dut.ch registry was somewhere in transit to North Korea. Niun wei.nted to 11eize 
that ship. NSA became involved in a frantic search for the vessel. Based 0111 a presumed 
departure date of 28 March from the Netherlands, the vessel should haV.t been in the 
vicinity or Cape Town, South Africa. I ·. . I 

I lrhe ship was never found; Kissinger queta~ned if in 
ract it ever ezisted. iii 

As the National Security Council diBCUBsed possible administration responses.to the 
North Koreans. Rogers and Laird favored a moderate approach while Kininpr and 
President Nixon favored strong retaliatory measures. Task Force 71, that Nian had. 
ordered into the Sea or Japan, was a compromise measure and with its 260 available war 

lanes left o n a ibilit for retaliation. 

I w was not mentioned in Nixon's preu conference or 18 April and 
not reported in the preas until the following day, was activated by CINCPAC, Admiral 
John S. McCain, .Jr., at OSZ4Z on 18 April. The deployment included three attack carriar 
strike groups under the nuclear powered USS Enterprise CCVAN-65), the USS 
Ticonderoga (CV A-14), and USS Banger (CVA-61); an antisubmarine ca1·rier support 
poup under the USS HorMt (CVS-12); an air defense group under the gillided miuile 
cruiser USS Chicago that also included the four vessels that participated in the sean:h and 
recovery operations, USS Sterett, USS Dok, USS Mahan.. and USS Tuder, imd a surface 
action aroup that included the cruisers USS Ol&lahoma. City and USS St.Paul.1

·• 

On that same day, 18 April, the Commander or the Seventh Fleet, Vice Admiral 
William P. Bringle, issued a ea.II for Sigint support. The mo11t nt uest was for 
technical s rt 

originally conceived by the U.S. policymakers, the task force left open the 
pouibillty that Washington would respond with military force to the shc10tdown. As 
defined by CINCPACFLT, the main objective or Task Force 71 was to prepare to conduct 
atrike operations in the Sea of Japan when directed by higher authority. llnitial attack 
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goal• would be to neutralize the air order of battle of North Korea, gain air 1upeiM.ority, 
strike selected airfields, ancl deatroy maximum enemy aireraft on the ground.. U.S. 
policymakera did not ezpec\ Soviet ancl CHICOM forces to intervene.117 The only re•aponae 
to the assembling of the task force was that Soviet naval units continuously shadowed the 
maJor U.S. ships and Soviet Badger aireraft reconnoitered the task force. There wu also a 
mild diploinatk: rebuke by Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin to the Department of State. He 
urged the A111ericans to act with .. reasonableness and restraint'" in connection with the 
Korean incident, &tressing that the Soviets could not help but look cautiously upon the 
larp American force off its coast. The Department of State countered that the ISoviets 
were in a position to moderate tensions through contacts with North Kore1a, the 
perpetrator ol the in.Cident.1

• By 26 April Task Force 71 began to depart Crom the Sea of 
Japan~ On that da.y, the JCS directed CINCPAC to redeploy most of the task force to 
normal Seventh Fleet operations in Southeast Asia. By 1 May only the destroyen USS 
Sterrett and USS Rowan remained off the east coast of Korea, having been directed to 
uaume duties aa aeaborne ground. intercept (GCO platforms.1

• 

The press stressed the role of Task Force 71 as part ol the president's order to riesume. 
with protection, the reconnaissance flights over the Sea of Japan. However, as the1 result 
of a general stand-down of peripheral. reconnaissance flights, the only opportuni~bat the 
task force had for protecting the ACRP flights came on 24 April. A special L_----, 
r--lni1ht over the Sea or Japan, the first since the shootdown, was carried.out WrthiiO 
1iOiiiire' reaction rro111 the North Koreans.170 

The Defense Department i.D.itiatecf thie. stand-down or reconnaissance activity on 15 
April. The Commander of the Seventh Fleet, Vice Admiral Bringle, ordered VQ-1 to 
canceJ all reconnaiaeance ftighta alone thej jperiphery until f'urther notice 
and Admiral John S. McCain, Jr., CINCPAC, autliOl'iZid oilly U~~ 

:::-::rkMa~aouthaCtbe~r.:11~~.··.·· .... &J.· .. ·.·~·· .. ·· I mission& were aiao canceled aoon after these ordera were given. NSA 
..W1 conce . with Intel~ coveraael imJl'!ndedhJ calling for IUll 

24-hour coverage) lby tnose I lftights stiU e.llowed 
while the restrictions were in \:rce. i1i The stand-down of reconnaissance flights 01f9r the 
North Pacific continued for nearly three weeks. Despite President Nixon's order. tlae JCS 
delayed implementation while they studied methods of protection. Nixon was w1happy 
with thisJCSdelay.172 

By 21 April, U.S. intelligence was convinced that North Korean responses were 
atrictly detenaive in nature. A watch panel meeting of U.S. Forcee. Korea, held <m that 
date concluded that there WBB considerable evidence of general alert posture and 1>verall 
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A DIA memorandum or 23 April, whieh detailed North Korean military reactions 
following the EC-121 and Pueblo incidents, put forth similar views. DIA rept>rted that the 
readineu posture aasumed by the North Koreans appeared to be primarillr c:lef'enaive in 
nature, with no indications that the country was prepa.ri.ng for o«enaive ope1'ationa. Aa in 
the Pablo action, the KORCOM reactions were taken in anticipation of pouible U.S. 
retaliatory actions. The series or aircraft deployments. including the MIO 16117 .fia'htara 
from Hoemun, was taken, the DIA report concluded, probably because of t:lte U.S. Navy 
Task Foree operations off' the North Korean coast. Aa in the Pueblo incident or the year 
before, there were no aignif°1C8.llt North Korean Navy operations other tha.n some ships 
being warned to be on antiaircraft alert. 115 

FOUIALUVIEWBANDBECOMJONDATIONS 

A special subcommittee of the House Committee on Armed Servicee was meeting to 
investip.te the January 1968 capture of the USS Pueblo and the internment of ilia erew 
members when the shootdown occurred. The subcommittee was chaired bJ Otis 0. Pike 
(Democrat- New York). L. Mendel Rivers (Democrat- South Carolina) headed the full 
Armed Services Committee. He argued for a strong retaliation against the North Koreans 
following the EC-121 shootdown. Rivers added the investigation of the EC-121 shootdown 
t.o Pike's subcommitt.ee. 

Asked to testify before the House subcommittee on the EC-121 incident were General 
Earle 0. Wheeler, Chairman or the Joint Chiefs of su.ft', and~ General Ralph D. 
Steakley, United States Air Forcef lorthe Joint. c:hiet'a of Stan'. 
Their testimony on the EC-121 took place on 25 April, ten days after the shoot.down. 
St.eakley initiat.ed a number or contacts with NSA on the morning of 16 April to prepare for 
hill testimony. Both he and General Wheeler, as has been seen, received cople• of the NSA
compiled chronologie& of the ahootdown period. Wheeler also received the NSA and DIA 
responses to questions relating to the need or the reconnai11881Mle program and the value 
and use of intelligence produced by it, aa part of a briefing back-up book used at the 
hearinp.1ft 

In response to the testimony of Wheeler and Steakley, the subcommittee 
aclmowledpd that. the reeonnaiaance activity was neeeeaary to 8DIUl'8 the availability or 
information eaaential t.o national security interests. The subcommittee, however, was not 
convinced that the magnitude of the reconnaiasa.nce activity, and the muLy millions of 
dollars spent to support NSA and DIA activities, waa completely juatified. The 
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subcommittee, therefore, recommended that the full Armed Services Committee :monitor 
more closely the operating activities of both of those agencies.1

" 

The protection of the flights was another ma.jor concern of the subcommittee. At the 
time of the hearings, only one overwaterl lmlBSion had been flown since 
the EC-121 shootdown and it was supported by Task Fore' 71. Wheeler told the 
subcommittee that an evaluation process was continuing to determine the best way to 
provide future protection t.o reconnaissance flights, not only over the Sea of Japan, but all 
high risk areas. Representative Lucien N. Nedzi (Democrat- Michigan) questio1aed why 
this had not been done following the 1966 incident involving the North K1Dreans. 
Wheeler's response was that flights had indeed been escorted after that incide!nt, but 
because of the ezpense and no further reaction from the North Koreans, it bud been 
diacontinued. For aeveral days after the Pueblo incident, Wheeler continued, this eacort 
was revived. A combat air patrol creating a protective plane barrier betw•aen the 
reconnaissance aircraft and the land mass from which hostile aircraft might comt1 was in 
efrect unW July 1988. At the Ume oCthe EC-121 the ~lley Aw air ,_,,,.i...u.:e milaions 
off the coast of North Korea was al lwith a strip alert from the South 
Korean mainland for contingency protection. Genem Steakley further testified that since 
1966 there had been only one instance of a Korean fighter coming close to a U.S. 
reconnaissance aircraft.171 The subcommittee then attempted to determine if DIA, who 
had the responsibility of evaluating risk on these flights, participated in the decisfon to no 
lonpr require righter escort on the flights. Further testimony revealed that the 1ieciaion 
appeared t.o have been made solely by the Joint Chiefs of Staff' and the Department of 
State; DIA was merely informed of the chanp in plans.171 

The most critical findings of the subcommittee related to command control 
reaponsibilities.l.IO Citing the failure of the operating command of the EC-121, VQ-1, of 
being included on warning messages to the aircraft, the subcommittee concluded that 
serious deficiencies existed in the organizational and administrative command structures 
of both the Navy and the Department of Defense.111 Am>rding to the subcommittee, the 
EC-121 incident again strikingly illustrated, as in the Pueblo incident, the inabilit;y ofthe 
system t.o relay information in a timely and comprehensible fuhion to those charged with 
the responsibility for making decisions. According to Chairman Pike, the unacc:eptable 
delay in initiating search and rescue efforts was due t.o the apparent fragmentation of 
command responsibility and authority of the military units involved. The subco1nmittee 
recommended that the Joint Chiefs of Staff' review the entire military reconnaissance 
program with an emphasis on establishing clear and unmistakable lines or command 
contro1.1

• 

The command control aspect of the EC-121 incident was also examined by two1 oft'icial 
executive office study groups in the weeks following the shootdown. One was a Cl:N'CPAC 
Board of Evaluation, the second a JCS Ad Hoc Fact Finding Group. Admiral John S. 
McCain, Jr., CINCPAC, directed the establishment of the board. It was to look into all 
aspects of the EC-121 shootdown. The board, under Rear Admiral John N. Shaffer, made 
an inveatigative field trip t.o several sites in the Japan-Korea area in late April and early 
May 1969. These included the Fifth Air Command and PACOM Elint Center ()?EC) at 
Fuchu, the Naval Security Group at Kamiseya, VQ-1 at AtsUliJ I and tb.e 314th 
Air Division at Osan, Korea. NSA participation in the Shaft'er board study inclllxled an 
appearance before the board by Admiral Lester R. Schulz, Chief of NSAP~· . Admiral 
Schub repeated the NSA position that the Sigint role in the crisis, eapeciall · in its 
warninp to Fuchu and coordinating with and informing Fifth ADV I .14~ Air 
Division,! lJSA-58,was proper and correct. He also uphetdl . } on the 
time of its CRITIC i1Suance. His· recommendations included a review of l?AKPRO 
scheduling to eliminate marginally productive flights and t.o en&ure full.taskinl u~ those 
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carried out. Schulz also outlined the need tor preflight information being made available 
to appl'OP,l'iate direct service activities to aid in moTe accurate and timely reporting.111 

While the CINCPAC study focused on the comm.and control aspect of the EC-111 
shoot.down, the JCS formed its Fact Finding Group to also examine the command control 
structure. On 6 May, it desi.gnat.ed MaJor General K.B. Reaves as the senior member of a 
JCS tour-member informal ad hoc fa.ct-finding body. Major emphasis w11& to be on the 
reaction times of military commands involved in the incident. To avoid unnecessary 
duplication oC effort, the JCS group drew upon the report or the CINCPAC Hoard. The JCS 
also authorized direct liaiaon with NSA for support. lM General Morrison 11.nd Carl Miller 
repeated theiT earlier Pentagon briefing for this group on 1 May. 

The consensus or these studies was the need to improve command and control 
communications in general. Both groups concluded that proteetion for reconnaiasance 
nights into sensitive areas required more coonlination between the Sigint community and 
Air Force operational commands with the protective responsibilit:r. A specific 
recommendation called for int.egrating Sigint intormation with operation&) information at 
command and control centers where decisions could be made based on all-source 
information. Several proposals were considered and b7 September 1969 a Fifth Air 
Force/PACAF concept for a Command Advisory Function (CAF) system emerged. 

Awaiting approval from the JCS or the CAF concept, CINCPAC decided to implement 
immediately the hardware portion of the plan. This called Cor the installation oC Special 
Intelligence (SO 118CUre OPSCOMM circuits between Sigin.t intercept sitet1 and the CAFs 
as well as circuits between CAFa. CINCPAC called upon Schulz (NSAPAt~) to serve as a 
rocal point for coordinating and implementing new circuits from SCA locations to the 
CAFs.1111 

During the installation oC the hardware between the CAFs and tht! Sigint units, 
PACAF Operation Plans (OPLANS) for PARPRO missions were also piut into effect. 
Protection or these missions was dependent upon early warning radar information and 
righters on strip alerts as available from (a) a U.S. Nav7 GCI picket ship in the Sea of 
Japan ofl'the Korean coa1t; (b) Task Force 71 forces remaining in the Yellow Sea; and (e) 
strip alert fighten at Misawa, Japan, and various bases in South Korea, Okinawa, and 
Taiwan. The Air Force also activated Command Advisory Functions while these plans 
were being implemented. The CAFs activated to serve the Korean-J'apanea.e area were the 
814th Air Division/Fifth ADVON CAF, Osan Air Base, from which righter11 had been sent 
following the EC-121 shootdown, and the Fifth AF CAF at Fuchu Air E;tation, Japan. 
These CAFs were located at the lowest echelon of command that had the rneed for Special 
Intelligence information and the authority to employ or direct forces. They served as focal 
points capable of aaaimilating and correlating on a near real-time basis all-source 
information aft'eeting operations in the PACOM geographical area. This information was 
to keep the USAF commander apprised of the current situation in his area of 
responsibility. It included receiving and acting upon information rtaining to PARPRO 
missions, and it uired directi tective actions. 

ava o Inquiry into the loss oC its EC-121 provicled a further look at the 
ahootdown inciclent. Admiral Bringle, the Seventh Fleet Commander, ordered this board 
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convened on 20 April 1969 at the U.S. Naval Station, Atsugi, Japan. The board me1t from 
24 April to 6 May 1969 and came up with two major reco:dl.mendations. One Wli:a for a 
~ament of thel t.vaming procedures U!lder th~ =:::::J 
L__J The aecond was f'or procurement or higher perfonnance aircraft to replace t!lle EC- . 
121 aircraR.197 The EC-121, with its .low IQXimum speed and altitude limitatio119 was 
viewed as vulnerable in peripheral hostile areas. For the remainder of 1969, the number 
of VQ-1 nights in Uut . prea was severely cut back. The EC-121s were 
med only in the lower-riikl !Pacific ~a. By the 1970s .the EC-121& were 
phued out, replaced in the VQ squadrons by Lockheed EP-3E Orion turbo-engined 
aircraft with higher speed and altitude capabiHties.111 

The most import.ant question that arose from the Naval Board of Inquiry was 1-elated 
to the I I Follow:ing . the CINCPAC reeommendations 
relating to improving the Navy's partici~tion in tbel I the Navy 
Board recommended the installation of thel F: ~ta iiiik communitatums equlpment 

in all reconnal...,,.. aircraft. The -· time :adOr and the aurma~ ~ip. t (by 
equipment aboard the aircraft) feature made it preferable to the (D10 NOT 
ANSWER) warning method. In the cue oCthe EC~l21 it would have at eut e nunatted the 
uncertainty about whether the aireraft received the three warning messagC!C~ 
c:J The Navy Board considered.· thel finsta. llatio~a lon -term act·i.on .. ~ . 
interim basis it recommended an immediate broadcast o ·. g meuage by 
the Sigint aite through a direct patch provided by the bro t station. Thia elimmat.ed 
an encode/decode/encode process. It also provided an instantaneous warning broadcast 
capability Cor command control. The JCS approved this plan and directed its 
implementation on 1 March 1970.1• 

While the shootdown spurred the Navy to recommend the phaseout of the EC-1:21, the 
heavy lou of life also sparked community-wide interest in the use of unmanned collection 
platforms. The development of these unmann.,d platforms, or drones, came o:ut of the 
CINCPAC atud.Y group. In lale May, Gene, Mon:~D gked ~: lodk hi.to the 
possibility or a collection drone flying one of the ltracu. 110 P04 
found that the pouibility of using drones in a reconnaissance role ha already been 
investigated. Lieutenant Colonel Andrew Corra, in charge of unmanned reconnai8118nce 
systems on the Pentagon's Air Staff, was in San Diegc> consulting with the Ryan 
Aeronautical Co:dl.pany when he saw a newspaper headline on the EC-121 shoot.do'Wlm. He 
decided to initiate an alternative way of carrying out Elint missions, a way which 
eliminated risking human life. Corra flew backto Washington and approached General 
Steakley oC the I . ~ tor the JCS about his drone idea. Steakley 
said that he would pursue th8 matter with yrus R. Vance, Deputy Secretary of D1tfense. 
Within a month aft.er the EC-121 shoot.down, the Defense Department approv1ed the 
program using the Ryan model TE drone aircraft. The first test flight tooki place in 
November 1969 and the fll'Bt operational flight occurred on 15 February 19700 

I I 
Thill unmanned drone operation waa given the nickname I !:i-port 

of an Air Foree program initially referred to as the I ===1 
I I The Air Force soon adopted the use of drones and "minimanned" · (fliilit 
crews only) with palletized intercept receivers remotely tuned by operators at f:round 
stations to reduce manned aerial reconnaissance in high risk areas. Through a cumplex 
system of uplink/downlink communications, intercept activities could be carri•ad out 
without exposing a large number of OJ)erator personnel to hostile reactions. These: drone 
and minimannecl platforms supplemented the ACRP fleet. However, because 4>f cost 
considerations and a high attrition rate due to the drones over North Vietnam, the Air 
Force phased out thel (drone operation in 1976. Nevertheless, a do11mlink 
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using minimanned U-ZR 8.ircraft. Two 0-21 aircraft pertormed a total of24 missions per 
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Despite minimal official involvement in BEGGAR SHADOW miaaions, NSA played a 
major role in evaluating the shoot.down of EC-121. It provided &CCU1'8te information on the 
flight pattern of the missionj ,a.dar reftectians or the 
Oight; and command and control responsibilities. In the investigation which followed the 
crisis, NSA officials provided key intelligence information just.ifyin1 the aerial 
reconnaissance program and the need for thia special intelligence and made important 
recommendations for improving the U.S. responae to crisis situations. Ironically, the loss 
of 31 lives and the practice of double-loading nights for training or libE1rty purposes :never 
really surfaced as a major concern. To be sure, aome oflicials such &11 General Morrison 
pointed out that such practices were contrary to normal Operating procedure• and should 
never have been est.ablished on a long, dangerous mission or on a ••tum.bering EC-121 
aircraft," but the issue was never addressed in the major postincident investigationa. The 
Naval Board of Inquiry report, for example, dealt only with describing the crew as 
"properly trained and. briefed, and. necessary for the aircraft. mission." Onl7 the low speed 
aircraft itself was described as limit.eel for employment in peripheral, potentially hostile 
areas. 

In light of the hostile nature of the North l(:orean regime in the late 1960&, the Pueblo 
incident, and the continuation of very threatening language by the Kim regime, the 
sending of a large crew on a slow-moving plane to hover off the North Korean coast for 
many hours reflected extremely questionable judgment on the part of U.S. poliqmakera. 
The NSA message of 23 December 1967 to the JCSIJRC, prior to the deployment of the 
USS Pueblo, cited various incidents involving the North Koreans tha1t refleet.ed the very 
hostile nature of that regime. This campaign of hostility continued tlvouchout 1968 as 
evidenced by the Blue House raid, the Pueblo seizure, and the massive campaign of 
subversion and sabotage on the .east coast of .South Korea by t:ZO North Korean 
commandos late in that year. Although NSA itset! did not send out a Wlll'Dinl meBSq8 
prior to the EC-121 shoot.down, there was the COMUSKOREA message addreued to 
CINCPAC just four days befote which conveyed the unusually vehument and vicious 
languap by the North Koreans inc. forces of provocative 11Ctions. CINCPAC 
paBBed this information to VQ-1 and which included a suggestion tor crewa to be 
especially alert and to be prepared to a rt emission. Seventh Fleet (which carried out a 
rmaI review of this mission on 14 April) and CINCPAC, however, did nc>t regard the threat 
as serious enough to cancel these nights. General Wheeler, in the Conareuional hearlnp, 
cited the 190 fiights that had taken place (without incident) over the Sea of Japan in the 
early months of 1969 and the lack of serious reactiona against U.S. reconnaiuance aircraft 
by the North Koreans since the 1985 incident as justification for CINCPAC reaction. 
However, in light of these North Korean threats, perhaps more coneidt1ration should have 
been given to curtailing some or these sensitive miaaions, particulairly those of leaser 
int.ellipnee value. 

After the ahootdown, the JCS severely restricted reconnainance fli~thel.__ __ .... 
I Fout.a. VQ-1 cut back it.a missions! __Jand used om, 

the faster, higher altitude EA-3Bs for the remainder of 1969. It is inte:resting to not.a that 
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in May 1971 (two years aft.er the shootdown) CINCPAC reacted to the preaence of MllG-218 
at the Hoemun Air School (the exact situation that existed just prior to the April 1989 
shoot.down) by placing the flights beyond the range of the North Korean GCI capability.111 

In 1969 the situation aroused only speculation by NSA'a JSPC facility as to the 
aignil'lC8.DC8 of MIG-21s at Hoemun. In 1971 experience caused a more prudent pi>licy of 
flight restrictions. 

The shootdown cauHd the 
entire collection program to be 
reevaluated. It brought U.S. 
military reconnaiHance oper
ations again under serious public 
acrutiny. The prea, the U .:S. Con
greas, and various inveati.gative 
boarda all questioned whether the 
value of these flights equalled the 
risks involved. For NSA, the 
shootdown presented the challenge 
or defending an entire collection 
program over a reconnaiesance 
flight of questionable value. Just 
four days after the shootdown, the 
JCS ordered a review of all data 
obtained from the airborne 
collection platforms. The JCS 
request put pressure on NSA to 
justify the need for a maHive 
reconnaissance program. Jl)uring 
the rest of 1989, NSA partif:ipatecl 
with the JCSIJRC, DIA, and the 
military commands in the recon-

Vlce Mllllr.i Noel GQler, naissance review. Kl8 was the 
Dlnctar or NBA. Au1 t• -.ru1,.1rr1 focal point of the study at NSA. It 

collected precise data on each minion and evaluated the uniqueneu or the data each 
miaion produced (compared with ground sites). In December 1989 NSA concluded this 
thorough review by upholding the need for the reconnaissance program . lN 

NSA's thorough examination or aerial reconnaissance activity encouraged 1rreater 
Navy cooperation with NSA. Admiral Bringle, Commander, Seventh Fleet, commdtt.ed a 
number ofEC-121 sorties for primary tasking by NSA. The new NSA Director, Admiral 
Noel Gayler, met with Bringle and Admiral John H. Hyland, CINCPACFLT, while on a 
Far East and Southeast Asian trip in November 1989. Both appeared willing to hnprove 
the Navy's former policy or permitting only limited NSA tasking. However, thi11y still 
qualified their cooperation by stating that "only if it did not interfere with fleet 11upport 
requirements." Hyland was unwilling to commit a (Uted number or sorties per month for 
NSA tasking. Gayler viewed the Navy acceptance of more NSA tasking as a :partial 
success.1111 By early 1970, the Navy did make a greater number or VQ-1 flights available 
for "National" tasking, with 10 flown in March and 14 more propoaed for April of that 
year. 1111 

In addition to eft'ecting a thorough review of the aerial reconnaissance progra1ns1 the 
EC-121 abootdown acted as a catalyst in promoting a more comprehensive NSA role in 
monitoring PARPRO activity. Under Morrison's direction, Kl prepared and initiated a 
program at NSA to more thoroughly evaluate the intelligence "take" from the ,,arious 
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mission tracks. Kl& created an evaluation branch of five personnel! to work in 
coordination with representatives from A, B, G, P2. and P04.197 Morrison alEIO encourapd 
great.er participation by NSA in the I !Reconnaissance Review meetings attended 
by JCS/JRC, DIA, and NSA representatives. The JCSIJRC conducted thine meetings 
during the latter part ofl lt.o. prepare the reconn8.is~~ sch1Miule for the 
following month. In obvious reaction to the EC~l21 shootdoW11, Morrison suggested that 
NSA representatives pay closer attention to Elint schedules that were pri1marily a DIA 
responsibility. Although NBA was tasked with only a technical collection a.ase•ment on 
the Elint ftighta, Morrison called. £or NBA representatives to keep very precise, accurat.e 
lop ot theae meetings t.o provide documentation of the poeitions.jwtsmen:ta. conclusions, 
and recommendations of all ~- involved."' Eugam1 Sheck reeallecl that tha NSA 
review of the JCSIJRC I jhad been rather passive, almoat ).ackadaiaical, 
before April 1989. After theC:12t incident, NSA's role changed to tbatt of a serious 
monitor of the reconnaissance Bights. Aft.er the shootdown, DIRNSA took the program 
more seriously, never missing or postponing thel !briefing aessfons that took 
place.111 

Perhaps the moat lasting result of NBA'a review or the shootdown was. the renewed. 
push for, and eventual establishment of, the National Sigint Operations Center (NSOC). 
The EC-121 crisis was the "last straw," in the words of Morrison, in showing the 
def"l.Ciencies in the fragmented approach to Sigint operations at that time.• According to 
Morrison, a central analytical capability was necessary to Hamine a.nd eva1uate 
multi.source data. 

The renewed effort to establish a Sigint center began shortly after· the EC-121 
shootdown. That long April morning when General Morrison had been c:alled by the 
existing Command Center to personally direct the situation convinced. him ta push for the 
creation of such a center. Outgoing NSA Director Carter concurred in the estiablishment of 
what he referred to as a National Sigint Operations Center. He recommended. combining 
the various communications and personnel resources represented by the existing 
Command Cent.er and the A8 and B Watches. Carter asked Morrison to develop a plan for 
the proposed eenter, the communications required to serve it, and the manpower necessary 
to operat.e it on a 24-hour a day, 7-days a week baaia.1111 On 21July1969 Morrison tasked. 
the P2 organization to develop a detailed plan £or the new center. He proposed that the 
center be thoupt of in t.erms of a Sigint Support Center - providing seririee to NSA's 
worldwide Sigint customers as well as to the national crypt.ologic syst.em. 

A September 1989 concept paper gave the broad outlines of the preser.1t-day NSOC. 
However, planning for the Sigint center was slowed by a number of problems including the 
identif'ieation of a suit.able location and opposition to the idea within NSA i1tsel£. Almost 
three years would pass before the concept would be tmally implemented. 

In February 1972 Morrison, still the ADP, directed thal planning t.o relocate the A 
Wat.ch (CSOC) accommodate an NSOC. On 4 May 1972, Dr. Louis W. Tordella, Deputy 
Director, requested Morrison to submit his current views on the proposed NSOC. General 
Morrison gave a quick response on 5 May. He saw CSOC becoming the (ll"St component ot 
the NSOC when it moved to its new quarters. The NSA Command Center and other 
representative elements would be phased in over a period of 10 months. The OPSCOMM 
circuits would be pulled. together in the same area.• 

On 11 July 1972 Morrison appointed a task force under Charles R. Lord to implement 
the establishment or the NSOC. By December of that year NSOC had achie,red an initial, 
although limited, operational capability with sufficient OPSCOMM e1quipment to 
facilitate activation of nearly 45 circuits. NSOC was formally inaugurated on 21 February 
1973 with a ribbon-cutting ceremony. It became fully operational by the falll of that year, 
in time to deal with the Arab-Israeli Yom Kippur War of October 1973. 
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The concept or a Bingle focal point for current Sigint operations came Crom the crises or 
the 1960&, especially the EC-121 shootdown. With the establishment or NSCIC, NSA 
became an even more important source in providing, in General Carter's words, th.e "whole 
story" to Washington when other organizations were unable to react knowledgeably to the 
aituation.1111 The chronology of the shoot.down compiled by NSA was vital in upholding the 
Sigint community role in the crisis and instrumental in the Morrison-Miller Pentagon 
briefings. Related to this was NSA's aid in helping the military commands t;o better 
integrate Sigint intelligence into their own command and control network. Finally, NSA 
clearly defined the CRITIC system to the military commands and reaffirmed that the 
White House could indeed be notified quickly of an emergency situation. As Morrison 
stated, -rhe system worked, and it worked extremely well," but he saw the need for it to 
work even better. Thus the establishment ofNSOC.-

The National Sigint Operations Center was the result or Morrison's expreased. need to 
improve the overall system. NSOC represented a unique capability. Today it functions as 
the only organization devoted to time-sensitive information in a total national intielligence 
system. Among its many functions are monitoring all collection systems and activities of 
the United States Sigint system, providing guidance to field stations, optimizing Sigint 
collection in anticipation of high-interest situations, maintaining a close watch o•irer time
sensitive Sigint reporting, and reviewing and releasing time-sensitive Sigint product. 
Finally, as envisioned by General Morrison during the 1969 EC-121 situation, NSOC 
servea as a crisis management center for NSA and the entire United States Sigin·t system, 
acting as executive agent and overall coordinator of CRITIC reporting. 806 
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Crew of the BC-121 

GBNJ:BAL SBBVICB PERSONNEL 

OVBRSTRBBT,.S&IUI H., LCDR. USN (pilot) 

GLBABON, David B., LT, USN 
SINGER..loba H.,LT, USN 
MC NAMAKA, Marmhall H., A VMM, USAF 

NAVAL SBCUBITY GROUP PJ:BSO.NNl!L 

TAYLOR,RobertF.,LT,USN 
DUCHARME, Guy R., CT3, USN 
LYNCH, Hugh M., SStt., USMC 
MILLER, John A., CT8, USN 
PO'n"S,.lohn H., CTl, USN 
RANDALL, Fnclerick A., CT2, USN 
SMITH, Ricbanl I:., CTC, USN 
SUNDBY, Phillip D .. CT3, USN 
TESMER, Stephen J., CT2, USN 

O'nDl:B lllLITARY PJ:a&ONNJ:L 
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DZEllA, .Sohn, LT, USN 
PERROTl'l:T, P.ter P., LT, USN 
RIBAR,.Jmeph R., LT.JG, USN 
SYKORA,.RobmJ., LT.JG, USN 
WILKERSON, Normaa E .. LT.JG, USN 
BALDBRllAN, Louill 11'., A VIOl2ud, USAF 

CHARTIER. Stephen C., ABTl.t. U8A1' 

COLGIN, BernieJ.,ABTl.t. USAF 
CONNORS, Ballarcl F., A VMMl.t. USAF 
HORRIGAN, Dania.J., ABT2nd. USAF 
GRAHAM. Gene K., ABT8rcl, USAF 
GREINER, la Verne A.,AEMC, USAF 
KINCAID, Richard H., ABT2nd. USAF 
MC NEIL, TimotbJ H., ABT2ad. USAF 
PRINDLE, Riellud T., Amil., USAF 
ROACH,Ja111e1 L., AETllt, U8AI' 
SWBBNIY, Ricbarcl B., ABTl.t. USAF 
WILLIS, David M .. ABT8rd, USAP 
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